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Chapter fi).
e

RIGID tiOrfICA:AlbCbORDIRATES

1i1911. 'Rigid Motions 'in a-Rlane

FigUre B was. -obtained from

Figure A as follows:

A copy of Figure A was made
. ,

An a tracing Sheet which waA then

moved to the positiorrwhere'

. Figure B/ouid be drawn as_ shown'.

Figure B is called

of Figure A. Sinceigurei B s a

diblicate of Figure A, the two

fleres are congruent.
, ,

You recall that any mbtionl'ike

in the,image-being congruent to the original figure

CN

this

7'

in a given planeswhich xesults

in the plane.

r

Exercises 19-la ,

('Class'Discussion)
. s

Consider.FiguI C and its

image FigareD. Make a;\
tracing of Figure C nd

(

move the.tracing sheet

to the position where the

tracing coincides with

Figuie D. Did you hae..

any diffitUlty?'

From this example we --ree-Nthat for some rigid motions, the image

of a figure iip.obWnedby tilming over the tracing sheet..

is, called a rigid motion
4.-

41,
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4

2. Copy the picture' below. z

,

B'

. ,
A

4

In a'figic3. :Motion of triangle AEC, the image of A is. A2 and the

image of -13 is B2 as shown above. There are two possible locations

for thimage,:of C, Which can be found as folloWs:

Mae; aThoopl, of P ABC on a tracing sheet. Move the tracing

sheet without flipping it over so that A and -IP coincide

respectively with AT. and B'. How is C7 the image of C'

determined? Why must. P ABC and. P A'B'C'~ congrUent?

*
Draw IP7A2B2C2 the'image of A ABC. ti

(b) Now flip the tracing shalk over so that A and B coincide

-,respectively with A2 and B'; .mark the location of C" the

:image of C for this motion. ,D'raw A A'B'C ". which is another
. -

image ofq P ABC.

.From this example, we pee that for some rigid motions', it is

necessary to show the images of at least three non-collinea

points eforethe rigid motion is determined.

3. Given a radtion which when applied to ..1tABC...result's in "1,1tie

image A A'B'C ".

2



(a), Make a tracing ABC and points P and Q. Move the

tracing sheet 'so that the copy of coincides with

A=B=C=. Was it,necessary to'flip over the tracing sheet?

Notice that the same movement of. the tracing sheet which..brings

the copy of C ABC to'concide with C AlB2C2,, also bi4ngs the

copy of point P to point P'. This means that for this rigid

motion, P2 id the image of P.

v.

. ,

(b) Mark the location of Q2, the image of 'Q for the given_rigid

motion.

(c) Mark a Point 'R that lies on C ABC. and find its image 2 for

this rigid motion. Does . RI lie on C A'B'C'?

(a) Mark any point S. Now apply the giVen ri "d motion -to. S and

show the resulting'image, SI. This example shows that:a rigid

motion in a plane ,determined.by 4 triangle and it image applies

to all points and figures in the plane of the given triangle as.

well.

Now study the drawiing for Exercise 3 above and compare some distances

for the given rigid motion.

(a) Does the distance PP' equal the distance QQ2 Are the

distances BB',' and CC= the same? What is your con

clus,ion?' For any. given rigid' motion are thedistanees betwLeh

4 iii

points and tcr-leir images necessarily the same? °

Now cheek'the distances PQ and P'Q'. Are they the-same?

Actuality you would know in advance that these distances .are 'the

Same' because PQ and P2Q! .must be congruent. Why must they

.be' congruent? Does PA equal P'A' and PB TiBi?

Does QC equal Q'C'? Check the distances between other pairs-,

of,pointo-and between their.c.orrespoking images.

Given:. A rigid motion determined by Cs:Ale and its image 'LI\ A'B'C'.

(b)

40



Point the image.of P, can be found without using aftracing

sheet as follows:

With AP as 'radius and A' ,.4iks center, draw.an arc as shown above.

With CP as radius nd CI as center, draw another arc inter-

secting the. first arc.

Explain Why:the intersection of the arcs is the image point P'.

irOm the exercises above we see that if, the imagesof three.non-.

Alinear points are known for any rigid motion, then the image of any other

point in the plane can be found X.the same rigid motion.

ExercisAs 19-lb

Note: (For the following exercises, make a, copy of the diagrams when'.

necessary and.dO the work on your paper instead of in the text.)

1.

0'.

For each rigid'motion in which Figure II is the image of Figure I, tell

'.whether'or not it was necessary-to flip over fhe tracing sheet' to

obtain the image..

(a) (b)

(c)
d



cf°
2. For all the rigid motions in which 43.t is the image of A, what pre

the. possible positions for B!, the tmage of B in the plane?

\at
--

1 B

A

A

.

3 For all the rigid motions,in.which AI is the image of A and 132

is the image of .B; what are the possible positions for CZ,. the

image of C in tY plane?

A

For'all the rigid motions in whfch B2, and CI. are respectively

the images' of A, 43, and C,-what are the possible positions of.

D2, tha.image of D in the 'Plane?

a)

r

13

A

A

.D

. ii

' of

D

C.

A



5-

6.

Given: A rigid motion determined by LS ABC and its image zI.AtB2CI.

C
S.

RP.

Find the images of P, and J..

(b) Find the point S 'whoSe image is SI.
,

Given: A rigid motion determined by /I ABC and its image: 11
.

Find the image of Figure I epd of Figure II.

7. Given: A rigid motion determined by points A, B, and- C and their

images At , Et , and Ct.

.

A
S

Without-using a tracing sheet,

(a) fAd the imadies of P, Q,. R, and S;

(b) find the point T whose image is TI!

6.

A



8. Explain why points A, B,

determine a rigid motion.

.

A
C

and their images Al, do not

. -

9. In a rigid motion determined below bk A,, B, C and. Al, 132, C=,.
;

find the images of ?;; (4-, and :R.'
Ci

A,

,

Which 'of the points is fixed: in this rigid motion?

-1

19 -2. Properties'of Rigid Motion

.

'A

r.

In this study of motion, we are not interested in the paths but only
to -

in tha.results of Motions. .When a motion is applied to a figure the result

is an image, and if the. image and figure are congrtient, then,the motion is. a

rigid motion.

0,;

The use of a tracing-sheet helps to shoW that a rigid motion, not only

assigns a particular image to a Particular figure but also d's'sighsteileach

point -in the planaa unique image point in the plane.

,

This assignment of unique images to point^ is called a unction or a

mapping. J If- A- and B are any points in a plane, and Al and B2 are

-Bi

7

'their images for a given rigid

motion, then the distances AB

and A2B2 are equal,

1



This is wtat we mean 4Cen we s-a-. y that a:rigid motion TireserveS distances.
1

Definottion...- A rigid nation is a function or a mapping of

a

..-

plane-onto itself which preserves ,distances. 1
,,,.

We, shall use the notation, A ' to indicate that Al is the image of. A.

The: rigid motion shown 1. n gxercise, 9 in 'the previous section ha4 a.

point ;n other words, point Q and itiLmage Q2 are the same point:

We saythat this point is. invariant for the rigid motion. Invariant points,

will Play an important part'"in- our study of ,rigid motions.

Exercises 19-21N

(Class Discussion)

6ince a rigid motion has been defined as a function, a point cannot

be assigned two different images. There is also another reason why

a point annot have two distinct images in a rigid-motion..

Letts suppose that A and B are

.A' the same point but 0A2 and B2 are

Different images in a rigid motion.

Are .the distances AB and A22.2 the
A, B

. same?--Tall rg4A Then what .contradiction

)' has been reached?

2. In a.rigid motion pan two different points have the same image?

Letts suppose that A and B are

A
different points but their images

Bi Al and B' Isre the same point in a

rigid motion. Show that-this leads

to a contradiction.B.

3. We have already seen that in a rigid Lnotion, eachpoint is assigned

an image point which may OT may not be. the point itself. Nciw let's

turn it around. Is-each point in the plane the image' of some point?

In the rigid motion determined on the following page, by A, B, C and

A', B', C', let P' be any point on the plane. We shall find the point

P Which has 122 as its image as.follows.

,

8

ti



Make a tracing of points

-A, B, and C, and

move the sheet so that

the tracing coincides

with th6.image points

A2,- B2, . and C2.

Is it necessary to

flip over the tracing

sheet?-,

(b) Mark point P

P.) JP.) CI.

C

while the tracing coincides with points

Now show how you would. find point P.

This example illustrates the'fact that for a rigi otion each

.
point in the Plane is the image of some point an the result is

a one-to:one correspondence of the points in the plane.

What is the image of a line in a rigid motion? Suppose that we are.

. given a line,.. with two points A and B on £ and their images

Al and B' ill a rigid motion.

(a) Let .2.2 be the line

determined by A' and

B'. We must prove that

is.the image of X.

Let C be any point

on i between -A' and

B. What must we prove

about .C2, the image

of C?

C

.(b) Since C is.on 2 between A and B , then AB = AC + BC.

Therefore A2712 = A'C' + B'C'. Why? Then C' is.on

between Al and B2.

(c.) There are two other cases foi. the location of point C 'on 2.

One possibility is that C may be chosen so that B is between

A and. C. What is the other possibility for choo4ng C?

Prove that in both cases C' lies on 2.

(d) 'Then 2' is the image of 2. Why?

1 3
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C

V
is

5 Given: The line 2 and therigifd motion determined.by A, B, C

and AI, 11, C'.

(a) Find the .mage of

points P and. Q on

(b) Choose-any other point

R on i and find its

image. :Since the image

of any pOInt on.

also lies on'.2,

then i is its own

image. In .other words,

line i is invariant

for this rigid motion.

Note .thatialthough i is invariant for

points on are not invariant. EXplain this.

6. In the rigid motion .determined below, .dSi. B, C. .and Al, B', C2,%

each of the points A; B, and d,

is its own image. Let P be
P.

. any other point in the plane.

Find the'image of point P.

A

A/

8/

this rigid motion, the

,

A,A
Since in this case each point in the plane is a fixed point, you may

wonder if we should call this a motion. We shall find it useful to

Sall this function a rigid on and we shall Eive it the special

name identity. motion.

c,e'

Exercises 19-2b.

Use the definiti of a rigid motion and the fact that the image of

a line, is a line o prove the following for an rigid motion.

) The image o

(b) The imag

segment AB is a congruent segment A'B'';

ray AB is a ray AIBI.

2. Use Exercise 1 to prove that for any rigid motion the image of a

triangle 'AEC is the congruent triangle AIBICI.

10 .

14



Tse Exercise 2 to prove that the image of an7angle ABC

congrizent,angle A11310.1.

4. .Prove that the image of a circle is a circle for any rigid motion.

Use ti-Adefinj.t.lon,of a rigid motion.

5.. Given: A line _i and a,rigid motion determined by ABC, and its:
..-

image 6 BICI.
4 4

B' Copy this drawing and find for.

this rigid motion:

6. Given:

and the

,(a) the image of C 111132C2;

(b) the triangle whose image

is ABC;

(c) the image.of'line X.

A rigid motion determined by. &ABC and its image 6 A'B'C',

rectangle as indicated.

Copy this drawing and

find for this rigid

motion:.

(a). the 'image of C A'B'C';

(b) the triangle whose image

is 6 ABC ;

(c) the image of the rectangle;

(d) the rectangle whose image is the rectangle shown.

7. Given: A point P. Show a rigid motion with tree non-collinear

*JP

points and their images in

which. P is a, fixed point.

Can you think of more-than

one?

Given: A line 2. :Show

'a rigid motion with three

non-.collinear points and
a.

their images in which line

is invariant. Can you

.
think of more than one?

P

.15



Li&t.theproperties of rigid motions thathavebeen developed in the

exercises in this section.

lb: ,Given: Line

fixed.

-

and a rigia motion whiclif leaves points. A and B

Prove that every point on line

19-3.' Translations

fixed fox this rigid motion.°

,

You have already studied some different kinds of rigid motions known
-

as glides, turns, and flips. These special motions are important because they

can be used singly jr in combination to describe any rigid

In this section we shall take a close look ate the rigid motions which

were dltroduced to you earlier asslides. The rigid motion shown. belo1.7 by

A ABC and its.imeIe A A'B =C' is an example.

The dotted lines. connecting points A, withtheit images

Al, B', C' show an,important pattern. Tlie distances' AA',. BB:, and CC'

12'

16
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,.....;."

.

are equal; arid-tie-directions,from the points tQ..their corresponding images

- % ie )are ;the same. '.4

/

Now lase 4 tracing sheet and 4nd-t4e image P of poi,,--.P2_1010 this,

.
1/4

rigid otion. that the distance PPS and the direction from P to

Pt are the same 'as for the .pointy A.; B, Q. and tXir images.' Notice

that in moving the tracing sheet yoU do not f1 it over.
. . 0. .?

Thepinuical movement of the tracing af AABC...1/4,to the p9sition
0

k2B2C2. is called a slide. Howeyer,j the on'gtO-one lOrrespohdence of

,p6Ints of/the plane and their images resulting, from thiS motion is 1114

a translation. 1

, t, ' i..

.../ 4
Definition. A translation is a.rigid motion in which the .. ' A

''

distances between thesoints and thelr images are equal and 7

the directions fi.oM.thepOints.to their imagits are'thessam,
1.

Since in any.particular'transiation the diStance4 and directions,

from the points to their images are the same for all points, we can determine.

that particular translation from a Single point and its image.-

We fincfit convenient to designate

Be sure

no length betause a

not to

a translation with an arrow.. The

length of the'arrow fixes the distance

between each point and its image.

The arrow 'shows the direction from

each point.to its image:

confuse an arrow with a ray. A,ray has direction but

ray has no.ending.

The special case where

Arrows that have the same length

and.the same direction designate the

same translation. Therefore each

arro* shown at the left determines
1/4.

the same translation.

the distance between each point and its image
6

is zero can be thought df as a translation shown by an atrow o! zero length.

Therefore.we can ccinsider the identity motion as a translation.

/4

Y7



Given:

\7%

out .the followng steps.

). Draw a lime through ,P° 111

to the arrow.: !:
. f

(b) Now explain how you would find

P2 on the line you drew.

rigid motibn.0 which the distances and directions from

points P and -Q to tteir images

'T!. and Q2 are' the same,./__To show

that this rigid motion is riot

necessarily a translation:'

(e)' Mark-,points P, Q, R
.

tracing eet. Flip the.sheet"

over place the marks .for

P on P2 'and.

NoW Mark he location of R1,

the image of "R. Does 'the

distance RR' equal PP' _Pi QQ2?' Is this rWa motion a .
- .

r

Exercis6s 19-3d

(lass DisCussionr f
! 4t..- ,

. , ..

translation detet'mined by the art ja. shbwn. Copy.the-drawing

and apply e translhion toTpoint P.,'
. .

e,
lk ''', ' Tou'aen find. i_-,s image P4 by Ai-Tying

Given: IA

ro

P..

P.

R

traa lation? 'Explain your answe.
. A

(b) Now us the tra ing
(
sheet again to find R2 but thi time do not

flip over the Tracing -meet. 'boefi.R2 PP' or QQ2?

Is -enis rigid motion e translation? .Explain your answer.

This example shows hoW important it is. that the trng sheet not
P

be turned over when used.* translations.

Givennslation'shown by the arrow.. C

B

%.",.11S,

the- drawing and find

the image of the. polygon as follows:

(a) Mark,the tail Point A of the

arrciw and the vertices of the.

polygon on a tracing eet. With

a straightedge dra;i a tr ing Of

AB so that it covers arrow

18

-



(b)

,

And.extends as shown by the doIted line.-e, *

Slide the tracing' sheet so that tAS_,4 for A coinciderWh.
46-0. 4

B.; and the tra,ina..42f AB covers,.4he arrow. AB, serves as a

guide'line.- Mark. the looationpof the image,yertices on ;flux
ft

---- - ...! t

original paper and.draw the.image pol'ygon. \
.0'r

to
1

..(e) wily is .it necess raw an exiendaartracing of he--,-vina

-' '.. 6

(d) Deseti-45e,another way of fin ng the itiege Of ttle polygon'without

.
.., r

usingng a traaing heet.. ,-,

% .

Exerc,..4TIY
ler .

(Eat.e: When necessary, make capies Z'rawirigs.)
1

1. For a given translation, the image of point 'A is

this rel>tionship.t*

r.

We indicate

A'.

-

13 (a) Find the image 't-f-' B and C.. r
a :,

/ Sar...

.

(b) Find the points which have B

and C as images. /.

2. , For thetrandlation shown by the arrow

Find the image of polygon P.

''<b) Find the( polygon which has as.

image polygon P.

Find the,image.of .line for the translation defined by

(a) arrow a-

A (b) arrow b

(c) arrow c

i (d)

arrow

arrow 'd

(e)

15

19
/
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4

4 ' Draw an arrow for a trarisik on
al

of,. .

Draw An
.0 A

Erroti/ for the'tran

,

, so

Explain why` the ri

is not a translation.

B

C

in whl the image4of line i is

i it se2T.'''(a), t:he line

o

(b) a line parallel to, .2.

, 0 ,

(c )% a line thaf

.eiactl4r one point.

tiori in which

"

(a) Figure B is the...image Of 'Figure A.,1

(Pb) Figure A is ti;) image of Figure B.

motion defi

C'

A ABC and its image A 21iBIC1

J
7. For which pairs of figures is there a translatioil do whicfi the second-

figure is the imagle_of the first? If there is, show the translation

with an arrow.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

20



8. Is there-a-trans tion other than the identity motion in which there

.is

(4.) a fixed point?

(b) za fixed segment?

'(c) a'fixed line?
. .

,

.9._ # Fdr any. non-identity.translation dedcribe in words and draw a figure

to i
1

.illustrate the image .of 1,:-,,,
.

(e).aaine

(ti) 'a segment

(c) a ra3fl.

a cfr`Cle\

an angle

s

show with an arrow a translation

it which the image of the circle

is tangent to line

(b) Indicate two other translations
.

in which the image of the circle

is tangent to aine E.

'(c) Indicate two translations in which

fhe image of i 'is tangent to the.,

17

.21



1

.
Translationcand'coordinates

,
'In this section we shalltsee how a,traflsjatloircan tie -conveniently

s c c.I brusing a 000rdinate system. . ,- ?

Ther.rol,)1Shown at the left

dtfinea a tr lation. :The-tail point

A is at' 12,3) and the arrawhead

po'int at (6,9).

A point P. has been located at'

(5,1). 4

I 1a NigI I

ID

iURR
irli

MILI
IA ,

, II
MIPri 1

B

11111 I I I

I II I I P el x
a

Es

Using a 'tracing sheet, the image

P' Of P is found to be at (9,7)

for this translation.

There is a way of finding the image P' of P without using a

tracing sheet. by taking advantage of the coordinate system.

Notice below that the coordinates of A', (6,9) can be found by

:adding 4 to the first coordinate

of ,A and by adding 6 Ito the second

coordinate of

A(2,3) >A2(2 + 4, 3 + 6) -

(5, > P'(5 + 4, 1 + 6

B(8,3) Bi(8 + 3 + 6)

This same method may be used to

find the coordinates of 13' (9,7) as

is shown at the left.
sb.

Using. this method'tofind the

image of B(8,3), the resat is

B'(12,9) as sbown'at the -left.

If B' iS,plotted on the graph above; its location can be verified

by using a tracing sheet. co

In general for this translation the image of any point (x,y) is

the point (x. + 4, y. .4- 6)..

If we.call.this translation t, we can describe the translation as

a functilt4thus:

)

t (x,y) + 4, y 4,6).

In a coordinate system, then, a translation can be compactly described

as a function, as above.'
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Exercises 19-4a.

(Class Discussion)

1. A translation g is defined by the following function:

g : (x,y) - 2, y +

(a) For any given point, state in words how the coordinates of its

image are found.

(b) Find the images of the following paints for this translation.

A(4,3) B(0,-1) C(0,0) D(2,1)

(c) Using a ,coordinate system, cTrTaw an arrow which defines the

(q)

translation g.

The image of point E is Er

point. E.

2. 'The: image of P(_2,2)

1 Find the coordinates of

is. PI(i,-2) for a translation t as shown

by the arrow.

The coordinates Of Pt.' can be

obtained from the coordinates of P

as follows:

P(-2,2) > PI(-2 + 3, 2 4 ).

(a) State in words. how the

coordites of P' can be

found from-the c)ordinates

of P.

(c) For

-2

Now Write the function for

this translation t.

-)?

the images For the following points.

A(7,3.), B(-4,74), .C(-3,4), D(0,0).

3. . A translation h is defined by the following function:

h : (x,y) -4(x .+ 4,y)

Show that the image of A(2,3) is Ai(6,3),

this translation, find

(a)

19 .



(b) Using a coordinate system; plot the following points and show

thefr imLges.for his translation.

B(-5, ) C(-2,4) D(1,-3)

Explain how translation h may'be described as a translation

4 unit's to the right.

Exercises 19-4b

Aftranslation t is defined by the following functipn:

t : (x,y) --> (x - 3, y + 2).

Find the images of the following points under t.

B(2,-2) C(0,0) D(3,-2) E(-2,-3)

2 (Find the images of the folloying points in the,plane under_the

translations described by the functions.

(a) (3,72) by f : (x,y) -->(x 2; y. + 3)

(b) (0,0) by g (x,y) -->(x 5, y 4)

(c) by h : (x,y) t-3 (x - 1, y + 1)

(d) (-5,1): by j : (x,y) -->(x +.2, Y.- 3)

(e) (6,-2). by. k : (x,y) y +.1)

3. ,,A tranlatiOn s is°given as the following function:

S : (x,y) -4 (x 4, y 5)

Find points A, B, D, and E whObe images are.as,follOws-,

A'(3,2) B2(-1,-1) C2(p,o) - D2(4,-5) Es(-2,1)

4. '
In each case, a point and its image under a translation are given.

c.

Find the function that describes the translation.

Point Image

(a) A(1,5)-- A2(3,6)

(b) .B(4,2) B2(3,4)

(c) 0(-1,0) .C2(2,5)

(d) D(3,2) D'(0,0)

(e) E(0,-4) E2(2,-1)

20
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.Point

(r) F(2,3) F2(2,-3)

(g) G(5,4) G2(5,4)

For

s,

eaChof the following points,

Image

A(3,5) B(-4,2) C(-5;3)

find.the image for a translation of

(a) 3-Units to the right,.

.(b)' 2 units upward,

(o/-) ,4 units to the left,

(d) 3 units downward.

5. Plot the following points and. draw .LS RST-
'

a

R(-4,-3)

.1

D(4,-5 ) - .

S(3, -1) T(-1,5).

(a) ;Draw, D R2S2T2 if LS RST is translated 2 units downward.

(b) Write..the function that describes the translation.

7. Write the function that d scrib4rfhe
.

translation.

(a) 7 units to the right

(b) 3 units down..

(c) 4 units to-theLleft

(d) 5 units up

(e) 1 unit to the right and 2 units down

(f) 8 units to the left and 1: unit up

(g) 2 units to the left and 4 units down

8. Let t be. the translation 12 units to the right:

t : ('x,y) --(x + 2, y)'

Let u be the ti"lanslation 3 units' upward.

u : (x,y) --).(x, y + 3).

_Let v be the translation 2 units to the right and 3 units up.

(a) Find the.' ge A' of A(4,-2) for,the translation t,

(b) Find the i ge A22 of A2 for the translation u.

.-

(c) Now find th image of A(4,4) for th
\
:translation, v.

(d) What conci ion can you draw?
.
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19-5. Reflections

The image 'EL A'B'C' of p ABC

was obtained as follows.

A copy-of ,;'.A"pC and line 2.

wasmade on atracing.esheet'. Thl

tracing sheet was'flipped over and

placed So that the copyf line

coipcided with the origihal'line A

and with points 'M and N on
° e.

fixed.

A2132' was 'drawn from the

new pdsition of the copy of p ABC..

The motion of,.the copy of .ABC has been identified earlier ln
.

s a flip and line has-1Seen the flip axis.
. ,

In the-drawingabove, think of the segments AA', BB', and CC'.

Line i is the perpendicular bisectOr-ofeach of these:segments. Wh' ?.

Now use a tracing -sheet anc find the images-4' and Q' of points, P and .

Q for this motion. Is i the perpendicular bisector of PP' and QQ2?'.,,

Imagine now a.mirror placed upright perpendic"Ular tp the plane of the

paper, along line 2 facing p ABC. If yo'd look into-the' mirror from:the'

left yod i1.1 see p A'B'C' as a reflection of p ABC. Point A2 .then is

the reflection Of point A. This is why we call the one-to-one correspondence.

of points, and their images resulting from this motion, 'a 'reflection.

Definition. A reflection in a liven line 2 is a..rigid motion.

in which, for any'pbint P not on 2 and its /mage P';

the perpendicular bithector of PP'. If P is on 2,

then P is invariant (P' = P).

4
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Exercises 19-5a

(Class Discussion)

1. - Copt the drawing of A ABC and line72.

(a) Using only a ruler and

compass; construct a line

through A perpendicular-

to-2. arftl intersecting 2

at P. Locate A' on

AP such that AP = A2P.

0 ,

(b) Do the samtYto locate C.

and B2 anti draw A A'B'C'.

(c) ':USe a tracing sheet to show

that A A2E2C2, ' is the flip

J image of 6,AEC..

(d) Explain. why A A2B2C2 is

the plage of 4 AEC for the

4 'reflection in '2. (Use-the

definition of a reflection)

2. 6 A2B2C2 is the image of A ABC for the reflction in 2., Copy

this drawing.

'a)

27

Find the images P2 'and

of points P and Q.

Now find the images of P2 :

and Q2. What is,the

of 6, A2B2C2? In general,

for a reflection in 2, 'what,

is the image of the image of

a point?. For a reflection

in 2, will a point and Its

image always ,be on opposite

sides of. the line 2?

Discuss.



J.
(b Fold your drawing along line i and describe tje position of

6 AEC and 6 AtBtC'. Do the points P and Q coincide with

their images Pt and Qt?

(c) For 6 ABC, the trip from A to B to C is in-a clockwise

direction. In other words, the sense or orientation .of 6 ABC

is clockwise. Whatis the sense or orientation of 6 AtBICt?

This suggests that for a reflection in 2, the orientation in a

plane of a figure not on i is the opposite ofthe orientation

of its image. .

3. Copy the closed figure and line £ as shown. Select two points A

and B that lie on the figure and find the images of these points

for the reflecti?n in .8.

(a) Do At and Bs lie on the

figure?

(b) For any point P on this

figure, where will Pt. lie?

(c) Fold your drawing along

line £ and describe the .

result.

(d) What is-the image of this

figure for the reflectidn

'in 2?

Since this figure is invariant for the reflection in 2, line i is

called an axis of symmetry for the figure. A figure is said to be

symmetric if it had atileast one axis of symmetry.

Copy'the triangle, .6 AEC, and point 0 shown below.,.

(a) Draw the line through points,

A and 0, and locate At

on the line so that AtO = AO

. shown.

.Point At. is said to be

the image'of point A for

the :reflection in point O.

(b) Find the image Bt of point

B by drawing the line BO

and locate Bs 'on BO so

28



(

that 0 is the'midpoint of'the segment. BB'.

.

Find. CI ,inthe same way A2 and .B2 were found.

(d) Draw .A A'B'C',

point 0.

the image of 6 ABC for the reflection in

Definition. A reflection it( a given point 0. is a rigid

motion in which for any point P and its image P-, 0 is

the midpoint of PP'. Point Q is invariant for this

reflection.

Exercises 19-5b'

(Note.: When necessary, copy the drawings and do t e work on your

.drawings.)

1. Find the images of points., A, and C for the reflection in .2.

2. Find the images of the segments AB, CD, .EF, and -GH' for the

reflection in 2.



Find the images of figures A, B, C, and D for the reflection

in 2.

4.

5

(a) Reflect the circle in the line i

and mark points AI,. B2, .C2
- .

on the image of the circle..

(b) On the circle, the trip from

A to B to C is clockwise.

On the image cireley what .

direction is the trip from A2

to. B2 to, CI?

(a) Draw* line m different from

2 which is invariant for the

reflection in 2.

(b) Describe all the lines whichare

invariant for the reflection in

6. A line m is parallel to a reflecting line . Describe the image

m2 of line m for the reflection in 2.

7. Points A, B, C are collinear. Show that their images A2, B2, and

CI are collinear for the reflection in 2.
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C\

8.. Firi themage of quadrilate 1 ABCD for :tbte reflection in point 0.

\

0

t A=B=C= is a reflected image

of t ABC.

Find the line of.;.reflectdon, and

show hoir you found it.

A=B=C= is the image of 6 ABC

, for a rigid motion.

Explain why the rigid motion

cannot be a reflection.

11. Find the lines of symmetry for ?ach of the following figures.

(a)

27
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12. How many lines of symmetry does a circle have?

13. LinesW 2 and m are'perpendicU-

lar,, and pointS P, Q, R, .are

located as shown.

Find the images of

R

Jr(

a \

c--1-a). for the reflection in 2,

(b) for the reflection in m.

19 -6,' Reflections in the Coordinate Axes

'Y
3-

4., 2- .

1 -
a

f

-2 -T 0 2 3

-1

The reflection of P

correspondence:

Point P is located at (4,3).

P(4,3)-

and

r
To find its image P2 for the

I

a C7

I

reflection in 4e X-axis, the dotted'

line is drawn perpendicular to the

I

X-axis.

I X Since Psis 3 units above the
I

I

X-axis, why must P2 be. 3 units

I
below the X-axis?

I

.

I

Why must P2 be 4 units to the

I

right of, the Y-axis?

p'

about the X-axis is expressed as'the following

P(4,3) P2

3 2



Exercises 19-6a

---\
*(Class Discussion)

1. Plot points A, B, and C and their givenimages'to verify that

,they are reflections in the X -axis.

A(-3,-2) -c-> AT (-3,2)

B(5,-4) -4 BI (5,4)

C(-4,6) 4 CI (-4,-.6)

(a) What do you notice about the

x-coordinates, of the points

and their. images?

How are the y-coordinates of the iMages obtained?

In general, the reflection u of any toint . (xr,-y4. in the

X-axis is expressed as a function as folloWs:

u : (x,y) (x,-y).

(c) Use this definition to explain how the images. of points

B, and C above can be obtained.

) Show how the definition above can be used to find the reflected

image of point (-6,-8) in the X-aXis.

2. Copy the diagram below. To find the reflected image P' of P in

P(4,3)*

the' Y-axis, follow, these steps.

(a) Draw a dotted line through P

.
perpendicular to the Y-axis.

) How many units must P7 be to

the left of the Y-axis?

sibcate P2 on the dotted line

and write the coordinates of PI.

-1 0

3. Plot pOints A, B, and C

reflections' in the Y-axis.

A(-32-5) -' A=(3, -5)

B(_4,6) B2(4,6)

C(5,-4) C7-5,-4)

and

(c) Express the reflection P in

the Y-axis as a correspondence.

their images to verify that they are

(a) Expi.ain how the coordinates of

the images may be obtained from

the coordinates of "points A,

B, and C.

In general, the reflection v of.any point (x,y) in the Y-axis
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is expressed as a functiqn as follows:

v (x,y) (-x,y).

(b) Show how this definition can be used to fint the reflected image

of point (-6,-8) in the Y-axis,

Exercises 19-6b

1. Find the coordinates of the images.of these points for the reflection

in the X-axis.

(a) '(2,-5) (d) (-5,6) (g) (-7,-4)

-i

(D) . (-3,-4) (e) (0,6) ''(h) (3,.0)

(c). (3,-2) (f) (-5,0) + (i) (0,-4)

Find the coordinates-of the images of. the points listed in Exercise 1

forthe reflection in the Y-axis.

3. Which of the following cbrresporrg.ences can be'the result of the

reflection in the X-axis? in the 'Y-axis? in neither axis?
rr

(a) (3,6) -' (3,-6)

(1?)

(c,), (-4,-6) -

(d) (0,5) --> (0,5) -

4. Write the cbo;.dinates of three

reflection in

(a) the X-axis

J
(e) (4,0) -) (-) ,0)

/ (0 (7,3) --> (7,-2)

(g) (4,75)

(h) (2,3)

points that are invariant for the

-(b) the Y-axis.

5. at point is invariant, for the reflection both in the X-axis and
as1

in the Y-axis?
1

6. Point A m. /located at (-3,2) and point is located at (2, -3).

Plot these points and draw the segment 'AB.

Draw the image of AB" for the reflection in

(a) the X-axis. . (b) the Y-axis.

7. The vertices 'of_ ,ABC are Located at .A(1:2), B(3,6). and C(5,2).

(a) Plot the triangle, ABC.



(b) Find the coordinates of the vertices of 6 A7B7C1 for the

reflection of 6 ABC in the .X- axis, and plot 6 A2B7C7.

(c) Find the coordinates of the vertices A", B", and C" of

A"B"C" for the'reflection of d A'B'C' in the Y-axis,

and lot AA"B"C".

(d) Compare the coordinates of A with A", B _with B" ,4.0 -with

C". What pattetn do you see?

(e) Compare the orientation of 6ABC with p A'B'C', and the
1

..orientation of LABC with d A "B "C ".

8. Write the coordinates of the end points A and B. of a segment AB

that is invariant for the treflectidn in

(a) the X-axis (b) the Y-axis.

9. Find the images of A(-2,3) and B(3,-4) for the reflection in

(a) the line.y = 2,

the line x = 2.

10 Find the, equations

for the reflection
, .

(a) X-axis

of the imaged of the two

in the

lines

(b) Y-axis.

35-
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1-i
this diagram and find

the imagesof A(3,2), B(2,-2).

and C(74,2) for" the reflection

in the line y = x.

What would be the image of

any point P(a,b) for the7--

reflection in.the line y = x?

19-7. Rotations

Earlier in Chapter 8 you were introduced to rigid motions which were

_called turns or-rotations. In this section we shall explore further these

rigid motions.

Suppose that we have the ray OP given as shown.

The image ray OP/ of OP was

obtained as'follows.

A copy 'A the ray OP was made

on a tracing sheet. The.tracing sheet

was then held down by a pencil point

at 0 and turned counterdlOckwise as

shown by the curved arrow so that the

copy of OP marked the lotation where

OP/ was drawn.

The physical movement of the tracing sheet described above is called

a tun\ and the fixed point O. for this turn is called the center of turn.
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The curved arrow is drawn so that it indicates the direction of the

'turn, clockwise or counterclockwise, and so that it starts at the original

ray and ends at the image ray. Therefore from the curved arrow we can tell

which one of the two rays is the given ray and which one is the image of the

given ray.

In the drawing below, the curved arrow indicates that the turn is

clockwise about the fixed'point i0,

and 0Ais the given ray with OB

its image.

In this drawing, the curved

arrow again indicates a clockwise

turnabout 0, but this time OB

is the given ray and OA is its

image.

The diagrams below show some special turns.

II

Figure I shows a quarter turn.

Figure II shows a half turn.

Figure III shows a three-quarter turn.

Figure IV sho s a full turn.

Iv

Unless otherwis indicated, the direction of these special turns is

counterclockwise.
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In Figures I and-III, the rays are perpendicular. In Figure I, the

rays are collinear. In Figure Ili4i-the given ray is its own image.

Now to summarize, a turn is a motion of the tracing sheet which can

be specified by a, curved arrow, and by a given ray and ';ts imag with their

common vertex at the en eraf turn,

We shall refer to the one-to-one correspondence

images resulting-from a turn -as a rotation. The fixed

the center of rotation.

is and their

0 then beOomes

ne how pointsIn the following class discussion exercises we shall

and'theirttafs are related in rotations.

Exercises 19-7a .

(Class Discussion),:

1. A counterCloc rise rotation is defined by-the curved arrow and the

pair of rays at 0.

.
Which ray is the given ray? the

image ray?

Copy the rays, curved arrow, and

point

To find, the itage Pt of point

P for this rotation about 0,

oilow these steps.

(a) On a tracing sheet make a copy of point P and of the given ray

with vertex O.

(b) Turn the tracing sheet keeping point OIL fixed so that c9py

of the given ray coincides wittlithe image ray. ¢

(c) The popy'of P on the tracing sheet marks the locationof the

image Pt. Mack the location of P'.

Now take a compass, and with center at 0. and radius OP, draw

an arc to see if it.Passes through P.

.
This shows that under a rotation, a point and. its image can be

connected by an arc of a circle with its center at the center of

rotation.

yr
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How does it also show that the distance of a point and of its

image from the center of rotation is the same?

Two pairs of rays with their curved'aitows are'shown at 0,

Describe a way of using a. tracing

sheet to determine if the two pairs-bi.

rays with their curved arrows specify

the same turn about O. :

3. Point P' is the image of P,' and Q' is the image of, Q, and,,

paint' 0 is the center af:rotation.

P

Describe a wax.

;.poi'sheet to determine ip-poiits! P* and '

Q are related to their images by the

same turn about O.

4. A turn is specified by the curved arrow and two rays shown at O.

A

L)

Use a tracing sheet to show.that.

OA and g with their curved arrow

specify the same turn but B is not

the.image of A: for this rotation

about O.

This shows that two points may be

related by a turn about a fixed point

0 but one is,not the image of the

other for this rotation unless their

distances to the center of rotation

are the same.
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A., '.. Show that a rotation of a half

turn afoout .0, and a reflection In 0
a

O.
result in the same image of A.

.
'

,)

. - -- 1
r.,." ', Copy rays 5A and

,
4B /and point P as shown."

J

GI

/

,

ti

elk

aP

(a) Find PI the image of P° by .

/ .9turnin&the tracing-sneet counter-

clockwise about 0 as shown by

the solid curved arrow.

. 4

: (b) Now .find the image P". of P-,
. .,,:

by turning the tracing sheet

clock:T..71Se about 10 as shown by

the dotted curved arrow.

What did yourget as,a result of the two turns? This shows that

two different.turns'might result inuthe same rotation.

As a matter of fact, if "Ve,are perinAtted,to continue beyond a.

full turni there are many turns whichresult in the same rotation:
-

For example, the turn shown at

the left results in the same rotation

as the turns described ab6ye..

. See if can .draw some other
'

. s

..

.

examples. %
..":' .,

For our discussion, we shall limit

ourselves to.full turns or less.

-
In general, a rotation is a .rigid motion in which a 1 points and ,

their:images can be related by the same turn about a fixed p 'nt called the

"center of rotation, and any point and its,image.point are eoluid stant from

the center of rotation.
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Exercises 19-7b

(Note: When neeessary, copy the drawings and do the work on your

drawings.)

1. Make four copies of these two rays Ord use, curved arrows, to show four

different turns (less than full .turria) that can be determined using

these two rays.

0

For each turn, find 4P2,, the

image of P.

Identify the turns that result

in the same rotation.

Fox the rotation shown at 0, find

(a) P.2 the image of P

(b) A2B2 the image of AB

(c). i2 the image of E.

3. Find the image of. A- for a

Draw the arcs of circles which

connect: P with P2, A with A2,

and B with B2.

(a) quarter turn about

(b) balf turn about O.

(c.) three-quarter turn about,

(d) full turn about O.

(e.) reflect ion in 0.

,Tot what turn about d' is 2 the same as for a reflection in 0?'

4-
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B

Find the image of AB and of.

CD for
C

(a)' a quarter turn about 0.

(b) a half turn about 0.

(c) a reflection in

5. (a) Find A2B2C11, the image of. Ls ABC,

at .0. B.
A

for the 'rotation shown'

(b) In ABC, the trip from A to

B to C is clockwise. In

AlB7C.2 what is the direction

the trip from At to; B2

to. C2?

(c) Using the saMe:,two rays at

'show with a curved arrow another
.4

turd which results in the same

image A222C2..

6. "Find the image of and of . for a .full.turnabout '0. Ekplafh

why,a full turn results in theedentity motion.

7.

0.
.

What point is always fixed for any rotation? Suppose a rotation has
. .

two fixed points. Explain why the. rotation must be the identity

motion. *

Explain why Q cannot bean image olk P for a rotation about. 0.

- !C) Find two different'points that

can be centers of rotations in which .

.71D Q 4.:s the image of P.

Where are all the possible. centers

of rotations in which, Q is the image

of P?
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Points A, B, C lie on an arc of a circle with center at 0.

Find -A2, BI, C2 for the
.

rotation shown at 0.

lie.

Describe where the image points

10. Mark a point 0 and draw a circle which is invariant for all rotations

about 0. Describe all circles Aich are invariant for all the

rotations abOut 0.

.11. Giveti the"square shown below with point 0 at ,)he intersection of

the.diagonals.

'Describe three differentturns

about 0 for which the square is

invariant.

. Given C A'B'C' and the rotation

shown at 0.

Find ABC which has A'B'C=

as its image for this rotation.

AIBI' is the image of AB for

some rotation.

(a) Use a compass'and straightedge to

find 'the center of rotation.

) Draw a curved arrow ancl:two rays

at the center to specify the

rotation.



'19-8. Rotations and Coordinates'

In this section we shall examine how rotations may be,described in

a coordinate system.,

For convenience and simplicity we shall always take the origin as the

center of rotation. Also at, this time we shall consider only.the special

turns, .i.e., quarter turns, half turnsf,", andthree-quarter:turns, taken in a

counterclockwise direction.

W-4,0)

Point is given on the

X-aXia as shown.

A'(0,3) 1 For aqUarter-turn about 0,, the

image Al must lie on the Y-axis ,as..

Shown and OA' must equal. 10A,. Why?

X
TheH A' is ldcated at (0,3)

A(3,0)

Now consider B(-4,0)

X-axis as shown. 4

on the

Fora quarter turn about 0,

where is B2 located?

When we look at the coordinates

A(3,0) '4A2 (0,3) of points A and B together with

B(-4,0) -419(0,-4) those of,their iME(ges,we see that

there, is a pattern.

For a quarter turn about 0, the image for any point' (x,0) on'the

is the point (0,x) on the Y-axis': If' we'call this rotation f, we Can

write the following function:

f : (x,0) (0,x) .

!C(0,4)

Now let's consider points C (0,4)

and n(0,-6) on the Y-axis as

shown.

X

0

0(0,-6)

.44



se'

For a quarter turn about 0, the images and D' will lie on the X-axis,

as shown, such that OC =0C2 and OD = DI.

c(o,4) -,c2(-4,o)
D(0,-6) --)D1 (6,o)

What are the coordinates for C2

and D'? When we compare the coordi-

nates of C and D with those of their

images, we again can see a pattern.

Now try some other points on the X-axis and find their images under this

same rotation. Fora quarter turn about 0, the image for any point (0,y)

on the .Y-axis. is' (-y,0) on the X-axis. Since this is the same rotation

f as befreriwe can write the following:

f : (0,y)

In the following class-discussion exercises, we shall develop the

general.: rule for finding the image of any point (x,y) for the rotation f

resulting from a quarter turn about O.

1. Point

Exercises 19-8a

(Class Discussion)

P(3,5) is given as shown. PA and PB are perpendicular

respectively'to the X-. and Y-axes forming the rectangle PA0B.

(a) Exain why the coordinates for

A are (3,0), and for B are

(0,5).
B

(0,5)
- - -

P(3 5)

\.

(b)_ Check with a tracing Sheet to see

that the image of the rec ngle

is as shown stye for a q ter

turn about O.

A(3,0

Then why must

Explain why the .coordinates

for

are

Al are (0,3), and for B2

the coordinates for P' be (-5,3)? Why must

PO equal P209

4 5



Point Q,(_3,5) and rectangle QAOB are given as shown. What

are the coordinates of points

oB,
A

Y

A and B?

(b) The image of Q2A20B2 of the

.rectangle .QAOB is also shown.

(c) What are the coordinates of

Al and B'? Then what are

the coordinates of Q', the

image of Q?

3. -(a) Copy this diagram showing point 1 ( -3,5) and rectangle RA0B.

What are the coordinates of and B?
es

(b) Leca Al' and B' for a

quarte turn about 0.e and draw

the i ge rectangle.,

A
(c) What re the coordinates of

oints Al and B2?: Then

,what are the coordinates of R2?.

B

4: Below are shown points P, Q, and R with their,imagesP2, Q2,

and RI fOr the rotation f esulting from a quarter turn about 0.

P(3,5) Pt(-5,3)

Q(-3,5) -' Q' (-5,-3)

R(-3,-5) R2(5,-3)

Express id words how the co-

ordinates of P2, are obtained from

the coordinates of P.

Do the same for points Q' and RI. What is the image of point

S( ,5) for the rotation

5. You recall that the images of points on the X -axis and Y-axis for

the rotation f ,can be found from the following expressions:

f : (x,0) -4 (0,x),

f: (0,Y) (-y,0)

If we combine the results of these two expressions we get the following

42
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general expresaiOn for any point

Check to see if this general rule works for finding the images of

points P, Q, R. and S in ,Exercise 4.

-9 Exercises 19-8b

` 1. . Find the images of the following points for a ritat on f resulting`

from a quarter turn about 0..

A(3,4)

E (7, -7)

B(-2,3)

F (-4,5)

C(5,2)

2. Point A is located at (4,0) as shown on the X-axis.

Y

0

(a) For a half turn about 0, explain

why the image 'of A is Al (-4;0).

.(b) Fig the images of the following

points on the X-axis 'for a half

turn about 0. -

B(6,0) C 44;5,0)

(c) Write the general rule for finding images of points ontHO .ka5cis

fora rotation g resulting from a half turn about 0. 7)

g.: (x,0) ?

3. Point A (0,3) is: given on

Y1'

AV (0,3)

I

(c) Complete .the following expresSion for finding'- irpageS.of. 9014:

on the Y-axis for a rotation g resulting fraka.,half

the Y-axis as shown.

(a) Find the cdordtel of

image of t Alf6y:a.half

about
051'

(b) :Find the ipage4

points on ilte
"':

turn about

B(o,8)

4.7



abut Q.

g (D,Sr) ?

Point P(,3) and rectangle PAOB are given as shown.

(a) Find the coordinates of At, B2,,

and Pt of the image rectangle

P(5,3) for a half turn.
./

.
(b) Draw coordinate axes and locate

P.

Q(-2,6). Drew' the rectangle

. for Q and Its.imagerectangle

for a half turn. What are the

coordinates for Qt, 1t image

of Q for a half turn?

(c) Describe in words how the coordinates of P2 and Q2 can be

obtained from the coordinates of P and Q for,b. halfiturn.

(d) The general rule for finding the image of any point (x,y) for

a rotation g, resulting from a half turn about 0 is as follows:

g : (x,y) (-x,L.y)

Check to see if this rule works for points P and Q above.

Show-how the expressions you found in Exercises 2 and 3 can be '

combined to give the general rule above.

5. Find-the images of the ,points given in Exercise 1 for a rotation

resulting,from a half turn about

obtained for a three-quarter turn.

(b) Write the general rule for finding

the images ,of points of the ,X-axis

for the rotation h resulting

from such a three-quartdr turn.

,h : (x,0) ?

(c) Find the coordinates of B2, .

the image of B(0,3) for a',

three-quarter turn.



(d) Write the general'expression for finding the images of points on

the Y-axis for 'the rotation h resulting from a three- quarter

turn.

h (0,y) ?

(e) Show how the two expressions you obtained above can be combined to

obtain the follOwing expression for..finding the image of any point

(x,y) for the rotation h resulting from a three-quarter turn.

h : (x,y) (y,-x)

Find the images of the points given in Exercise 1 for the rotation h"

resulting from a three-quarter turn about 0.

Develop the general rule for finding the image of any pot -(x,y)

for a reflection in 0. This rule is the same as the rule fOr what

turn about- 0?

9. For each of the following, determine if the image is the result of a

quarter turn, half turn, or three-quarter turn.

)'f B(6,8)

(c) 0(6,3)

(d) D(7,2)

At (-1,5) (e) E(-4,7) (7,4)

(f) F( -6,3)

--*01(-3,6) (g) G(-3,-5)' *G!(-5;3)

-*Di (-7,-2) (h) H(2,-4) )H1(-2,4).

10. Given .6 A2B202 with A2(-1,3), B2(-7,5),

64 9)
shown. Find

6 A'B'C* as its image for a.

and 02(-4,9) as

6. ABC' which has

e;

( 1 3 )

0

11. Given point A(4,5),

(a). quarter turn,

(b) half turn,

(c) three-quarter turn.

(a) Find the image Al of A for a quarter turn.

(b) Find the image A" of Al for a quarter turn:

(c) Find the image A212 of A for a half turn.

(d) What result did you get? Discuss.

)45
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19 -9. Summary

,/..Section 19-1.
_ .

Any rigid motion in a plane is determined by the three vertices

of a triangle and the thfee corresponding vertices of the congruent.

image of 4,trdangle'.

5

Images. for given figures under a rigid motion can be found using

a tracing sheet. The sheet moves copies of original figures froM

theirgiven location to the loCation of their images as prescribed by
. .

three non-collinedr points and their corresponding images: Sometimes

it is necessary to flip over, the tracing sheet.

For a rigid motion, the original figure and its image hre

corigruent. .

Section 19-2.

A rigid motion is a function or a' lapping of a plane onto itself
, 4

which preserves distances.

Points or figures which are their own images are said to be

invariant. It is possible that a figure may be invariant but the

points of the figure are.not-

Since for a rigid motion each .point is the image of some point,

-a rigid motion results in a one.-to-one correspondence of points in a

plane.

A rigid motion in
/

,41-1iCh each point is its own. image is called an'

identity motion.

Section 19-3.

A translation is a rigid motion in which the distances between

the points..and their images are equal and the directions from the

points to their images are the same.

Since,a translation can be : determined by a single point and .its

image, atranslation.can be designated 4 an:arrow which indicates'

the distance and direction rrOm eacYi'point to its image.



Section 19-4 .

In a coordinate system a translation can be described compact

as a function.

t : (x,y) (x + 2, y + 3) u : (x,y)

r.

2, Y 3)

Translation t is a translation of 2 ,units to the right and

3 units upward. Translation u is a translation of 2. units to

the left and 3 units downward.

Section 19-5.

A reflection )in a given line i is a rigid motion in which, for

any point P not on i and its image Pt, 2. is the-perpendicular

bisector of PP'. If. P is on i than P is invariant (P' = P);

oo.

A refleCtion in'a line changes the orientation of the plane.

A refleetion in a given point 0 is a rigid motion in which, for

any point P and its image. Pt, 0 is the midpoint of PP'. Point

0 is invariant for the reflection.

IT a figure is invariant for the reflection in

is called the axis of symmetry. for the figure.

A figure is said to be symmetric If it has at least one axis of

a line 2, then

symmet7.

For a.refleetion in a line, the image of the image of a point is

the poIxat itself...

Section 19-6.

The reflection u of any point (x,y) in the X-axis is

expressed asfollowS.:: u : (x,y) (X,-Sr).

The reflectilin v in the Y -axis for any point

expressed as follows: v :

Section 19-7.

(x,Y)

A turn is the motion of a tracing sheet specified by a given ray

and its image ray with +4,1elr common vertex.at the center of turn, and

by .a curved arrow. which starts at the given ray and ends at the image

ray showing:thakdireciioncofthe turn.



* .

A rotation is a rigid motion in which all points and their .images

can be related by the same turn about a fixed point called the center

of rotat±on, and any point and its image point are equidistant from

the center of rotation.

There are many different turns that result in'the same rotation.

Some special rotations are those of a quarter tarn, half turn,

three-quarter turn, and full turn, A reflection in a point 0 and.

a rotation of a half.turn about the same point 0 result in the same

rigid motion. A rotation of a full turn is the identity motion.

Y

Section 19-8.

Ina coordinate'system,_the special rotations of a quarter turn,

half turn, and three-quarter tdin about the origin ()Nate expressed

as follows:

Quarter turn f (x,Y) (-Y,x)

Half turn g : (x,y)

:Three-quarter turn h .(c,y)

Slides, flips, and turns refer to the'physical movement of the

tracing sheet whereas translations, reflections, and. rotations refer

to the one-to-one correspondences of.points.

.\,
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Chapter 20

SQUARES AND RECTANGLES

20-1. Introduction

In this short chapteY we shall become acquainted with several very

/important formulas, which will, be used often in .later chapters. TheSe

formulas are easily proved from the properties of.addition and multiplicatiOn

of real numbbra. They also are easily pictured inbonneCtion with the areas

of certain squares and rectangles. These-pictures should help you to remember

the formulas. :WZ use the fundamental fact that the area of any rectangle is

the product of the length of its base and its altitude. (In the case of the

.

square, base and altitude.are equal.)

N

20-2.° A Formula for (a + b-)
2

When you studied the Pythagorean

propdrty you drew .a square region with

side a + b . and consequently with area

(a + b)2. This region consists of two

smaller square regions I and II, and

two congruent rectangular regipns III

and IV Thearea-of 'I . is a2 and

the area of II. is b
2

Each of.

III and IV. has the. area ab.

Consequently

( 1 ) (a + b)
2

= a
2

+ 2 ab + b

b

a

a

IV

III

a

We do not need to rely on. the use of areas to obt,ain this result.

We can use well -known properties of addition and multiplication of real

numbers. In fact, by the distributive property

ka +.b) x (a +b)-=.[a x (a + b)] + [b X (6. + b)],

= (a X a) +..(a X b) + (b x a). + (b X b) (Why?).



What property do we now use to replace b x a by a X b? Since

a.Xa=a2 bXb=b2
and (a 4- b) x(a+.b) = (a-tb (Wly?),

it is true that.
(1) '(a +

2.
= a

2
+ 2ab + b2

for all real numbers a and b. In this proof, a or b can be negative

or zero. Of course, in our geo metric proof, negative values of :a and b

are excluded.

The result (1).is.often useful in simplifying computations. -.Suppose

for example that we wish to find the,area of.a squar e rug whose .side is
1

15 ft. .1 in., that is 15
1

ft. We need to find (15 --)
2

. -.The
12

1
arithmetic is somewhat troublesome. If we think of '(.15 --) as

12

2

(15 + -2-102 and apply our rule we obtain

225 + (2.x 15.x ?e
, 4) = 225 + 2 + ITT

iTT

z 227.5 sq. ft.

The error is,- sq. ft. Which4is 1 sq. in. This.error

for most practical purposes.

is negligible.

.
To.take another example, suppose that we wish to calculate (4.12)2.

We write (4 A: .-12)
2

= 4
2

+ (2'x 4 X. .12') + (.12)
2

= 16 + .96 + .0144 = 16.9744..

Exercises 20-2

1. Find (a + 3)
2

by using equaition (11 and also geometri.ically by

"''separating a square regioh,. a + 3 9e appropriate

regions I , fI , III and -IV the text,. -

2. 'Approximate (12.1) . Find its exact valUe. What is the error

committed in using the approximation?
ti

3. In Exercise 2 draw a figure with regions. I, II, III and. IV

as in the text. Do this on ruled paper. What are the areas of the

four regiOns? What region,are you neglecting in using' the approxima-

tion?

4,. 'Find quickly

2 612, 2 2 2
101 , 01., ,1030 ,.: 2.03)
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5.

oef

Write 199 as 200 1 =7200 + (-1) and use equation (1) to find

199
2

.Draw a. rectangle with base' + .3 and'sltitude a + 2 Show how the

rectangular region.can be divided into four parts'to illustrate the

result of multiplying a +:3 by a

-7. Repeat Exeise 6 with Aimens ions:: a + 4 and a + 1.

V

20-34. A Fo4Mula for (a - b)2 and a Related Result

From. the result

. (1) (a + b)2 = a2 + 2ab + b2,
.

faund in the lest sectiori:it Is easy to get 4° result

Since z5.-- b may-be written as

(a - b)2 = [a + (- )]
2

=
-

a
2

+ 2a(-b

ThOrefore
_ .

24:
(2').

= a 4 2ab + b2.

,for ,(a

,

Fox exampl to square 98 we may write 98 = 100 - 2. and conclude.

that

82 1002.1'(2 2 100) + 4

= 100 400 + 4

100 (100 - 4) + 4

= (96 x Joo + h

= 96o4.

It is not very easy to

picture

2 2
-(2) . b) = a - 2ab +

2,

HOwever, let us Mark a square of side:

a + b as follows. Note that a aid

b alternate.. Now construct a

rectangle with sides a and b' in

the,lower right-Lhand.corner of

Figure 2. If we.draw'ihree copies

of this rectangle in the remaining

corners we end ttiih ,

*Fig. 1.



19

The?phaded re§iOrnin .ice

'Squae-rei4.on with side ° - b as;

you sari easi; show.

largeksquare has' the area

e(a + bs . The'srigled snre.region,,)

has the area. a b and each the

sour re*angUfkregions which suiFoUnd

it has the'area Therefore

J

(3) ,fp. -b)-= (a t b)2 -

O
a

2'
410W if.we replace '(a.4-.b)

2ab + b2 arid simplify,.

we have,/ .
-

2 2
)(a - = a -2ab 4

We may wAte b) in the .

,

equivalent form: Fa

Ca t b)2 = 4ab + (a- b)2 :

Now if weodivide by 4, we obtain

. 09
19

a

b

(4) (a.; b)2 + (a ;
b)2

It follows that

(5)
(a + b2

) > ab
2

where the equality occurs only when a = b.

a

a
b

a -b

a-b

b

b

Fig. 2

a

b

Fig.' 3

How can we interpret this resu ? Let us take any two positive num-

a and b.. Theirverage
+b
2

Th (5),tells us that if a and b are different; the satare of thg'

average is greater than the product. Equation (.4) tells us how much,

and their product is. ab.

greater (
a + b 2' is-than ab.

'79.1.- example, -let us take a = 4 and

,
Sin e.

a
2
+ b

*:

3,

a + b
). = 9, 4.

whichil'greater-than ab = 8 Thediffel=enee sho1uld be
' 4 .

a -' 13 \2 74 -2\2 '
-.

4.

' 2 ' ' 2 '

Eind of courselt.is.(
---

-9



Let us interpret geo-

' Metrically. Suppose that we have a

rectangle of base a and altitude

b. The perimeter of this rectangle

is 2a+ 2b. What. is its area?

Now consider a square with the

same perimeter, 2a + 2b. Each

side must D
"
e

2a + 2b a + b
4 2

What is the area of this square?

a+b

b

a+b
.2,

According to (5), if A' is different from b

(a
+ b )2

> ab .
2

a

This means that the area., of the square is greater than the area of the

trectangle. .0f _course, if a = b we had a square to begin with and the

square with side
a + b

2
is identical:with it.

Exercises 20-3

1. .
On a square of side mark off segments a ='5 and b =.3 as

shown in Figure 1. .Draw the four rectangles and the shaded square

region enclosed by them. Verify from your figure that

(5 + 3)
2 ,

= Li+ X (5 x 3)] + 3)2.

Sketch a square of side (a + 3) where a > 3, and mark off segkents

of length a and 3 alternately. Draw the fourrectarigles.and the

enclased, square. Write (a + 31. so as to show how the large square

'regiOn'isTbuilt up of ActangUlar regions and a square region.

- 53 ,



3. Find each of the following *quickly:,

492, 9982, (.193)2.

4. Find the area of a circle, of radius 1.98. (I,ave the result in

terms of g , where A = gr
2 )

5. Approximate (.99)2. Find its exact value. .What error is committed

in using the apprOximation?

!
Verify Equation (4) for

,(a) a = 3 5 b = 2

(b) a = 11 b = 9

(c) a = 1.1 b = .9!

(a) a =
7

5 b =

Shdw gebmetrically that

figure,

a

b)2 2ab +

. 2 .

b

y subtracting from area a
2 of the large square, the area of-two

from the following

rectangles with sides a and b. Hbw do you'compensate,for the

fact. that you took away too much?

J

20 -4. Another Picture

In the previous section, we proved that for positive real numbers

a and b and a > 13,

(1)
-

a
b)2

= ab + (a
2 2

b

'

2.



'We also pictured this result in terms of a rectangle and a square with the

same perimeter.

'There is another geometric

interpretatiOn of /(l).. Let us

place line segments of length

.a_ and b end -to -end. ,The

mla/5oint. M of the comliined .

segment AB isat,the distance

a + b from the endRoints
2

A, and B. Let, us draw a semici7c1
4.

with center at .M and radius

a + b Next draw PQ pe cular to AB at the point P where the

segments.meet.:_ In the,,rig t triangle MPQ we.know from the Pythagorean

property tnat

( Q)2 = (MP)2 + (PQ)

Since MQ =
a + b

2 /

But according to .(1)

the radius, and MP =i4Elli-74

(a
2
+ b)2 (a -

2

.b)2,;(1,cte 2.

' '

(a.;

141-1117 be true then that

b 2 a
) ( 2

1

(pc)2

Let us verify this result in another way.

+ ab.

Exercises 20-4a ,

(Class Discussion)

1. What kind of triangle is AQB ? Why?

hat.the angles marked I are.congruent and that 6.ApQ » LQPB.

?

PQ PB

4. (4°Q)2 = ? PB = a
41,
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Exercises 20-4b

1. In the figure in the. textwhy is (AQ)2.> (PQ)2?

What does this inequality mean in terms of a and b? When can

equality. occur?

2 Draw a semicircle like that in the text using a = 2 and b = 1."

Find the lengths of PQ, AQ, 13Q. Prove that triangles APQ

and QPB are similar by showing that their sides are proportional.

(Note that 1/ 1r§ = ig.)

20-5." A Formula for a
2

- b2
. ,

If we multiply the-sum of two numbers (a + io) by their difference

- b) , we obtain ,

(1)..

+ b) x (a + = a
2

- b2.

This is 'a very handy. result., For example
,-

fl00 ::4 (100 - 4

so that

l02 ;X 9a = =9996

with almost no work?

It is-easy. to see geometrically that (1) is true for'all,positive

real numbers a and b.,with a > b. In Figure 1, a
2

b
2

is the area

of .T'4- II (shown shaded).

a4

a-b II

Figure 1

.16

b
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By moving I to the position shown in Figure,2 it Is clear; that...

I + II' is equivalent to a rectangular region with base a + b

altitude a - b and therefore with area (a ± b) x (a - b).

Consequently

(1) a
2

- b
2

= (a - b).

a +. b

a-b

Figure 2

Exercises 20-5

, ,

Justify the result (1) by using the prope ties
multiplication forreal numbers:, ,4

' 2. Use (1) to find the following prodlictS
; ?

103x..,97
49x, 11,

87 ),< ,93, =

10,001 x

3. Simplify (x + 2)
2

w (x - 2)2 where t is a real tnumber greater than

Hint: 'Think of x +.2 ;as a., single rlufn r 0.,s a.

single number b (1).

4' Simplify (x + y) - (x - y) .by the.meth

5. In Section 'we got the result

ab,+



Write this in the equivalent form

(a b)2
(

a - b 2
2 )

a -1

Show that this result may be proved from,

u2.- v2
=..(u v) x -1v

which is (1) with the letters changed.

6. Show that

by using the following figure:

a 4.. b) x (a - b)

and moving the trapezoidal region III in a suitable way.

20-6. 1: Son..Some Problems

The results of this chapter-can;be',used to selV.ecertain problems.

Example. A rectangle with area 16 sq. ft'.; has a base which is

than its height (Figure 1). What.are ite'diMensions?

;the formula

a+ b)2.\= ab -(a-
b

2 2

=-` x + 6 and b= x.

I
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Figure 1 A



Then

Hence

and

ab = (X + 6)x = 16,

a + b
2

- x 1-3 and a - 3.
2.

(x + 3)2 = + = 25,

(x 3)- = 5 or

Of course, x + 3 = -5 is impossible. Why? Hence

x + 3 = 5
and

x =
. .

Method 2. Since (x + 6)x x2 + 6x

x2 + 6x =-316..

draw a square of side. .x and

area x2 (Figure 2). Think of

6x as the area of two rectangular

regions with sides x and 3. Add .

these regions to the square region

as follOws (Figure 3). The total

area x2 + 6x is to: be 16.

x

3x

x.

Figure 2

x

Figure 3
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We can complete a square by

adding the small shaded square. region

of area 9 (Figure 4). This gives

2 N

x. +
>
px .+ 9 = (x + 3)

forthe area,of.the large:square.
4

Since this area must be

.16 9 = 25,

(x + 3)2 = ,

Then, as before,

x + 3 =5

.nd

c.")

Exercises 20-6

Figure 4

1. A rectangle has area 15.sq.,1 Its base is, 2 in. longer than'

its height. .Find its

dimensions.

2. In the figure of a semi-

circle'shown, find ,the

Value of the radius r.

!Hint: Use the Pythagorean

property twice.

A certain rectangle has the

perimeter. 20, ft. Its base.

is 2 ft..- longer than its

height. What is its area?

r

20-7. Summary

1.

.

,111 t chapter we have established four important relations. If

are any two real numbers, then

(a
2

+ a
2

+ 2ab + b2

2. (a .- b)2 = a
2 - tab + b

2 ,,

t

2

+ b) 2 -b 2'
3.

'

= ab
(a

4. a2 b2 = (a -43)(a + b) °
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We have pictured these relations by using the areas of squares and rectangles.

We. have proved:them by using the familiar commutative, associative and

distributive properties of the real'numbers. These-four relations will be

used frequently in later chapters of, this book so that the student should

'know them well.
.
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Chapter 21

SQUARE ROOTS AND REAL NUMBERS
s.

Introduction

You are standing on the top of a mountain one mile'high,.. rising.above

ajevel plain., How far is it to the

horizon?

We ;think of the earth as a sphere

and the mountain'as a bump on it. This

of course is a simplified picture or
i
:mathematical model. The radius of the

earth is about 3959 miles. Let us

round this off to". 4000 miles..

We draw a figure -in which the

distance .x miles to the horizon is

one leg of a right triangle. iTha'other

is 4001 miles.

that

and so

'V.

leg is 4000 miles and the hypotenuse

The Pythagorean property tells us that (A0)2 = (0B)2 + (AB)2 so

(4001)2 =,(4000)2 + x2

x
2

= (4001)2 - (4000)2.

Of course we could square 4001 and 4000 and subtract. But, as

you know, there is-an easier way... Since a
2

- b
2

.=%(a - b)(a b),

(4001)2 (4C100)2 = (4001 - !,k)(,) x (400l + 4000) ='1 x 8001 = 8001..

Check by:squaring.to see that. this )s correct. If x2 = 8001, what is, x?
.

It is 8001 of course, But how do. we find this square root?

The problem of finding square roots is the subject. of this chapter.

Here we shall just make astart by findihg a rough approximation to 8001.

Is there a whole n4mber'answer?, If 8001 were changed to 8100, we would

have a "perfect square"; that isi we could write 8100.= 90 X 90 = 902.

So /8100 7.90. This is certainly too big. On the other hand, 80 is

.



muCti too' small. to. be ,the square rent of '18001. You can see this by

multiplying' :80 by 80. ;so i800i is. between 80 and 90: .We write

8o < esoois< 9o.

But Z5-01..ismuch nearer to 90 . ..thah to 80; wouldn't You say? Suppose

that we . try Since 882 rt.: 77,41+, which iS less than 8001, we know

that .

88<.I8001 < 90.

To locate the square root more 'closely it is natural to try 89. Since

892 = 79214,, 89 is too- small and we see that

89. <"-IETCX)1 <290.

There is no whole. number whose'square is 8001 . -But we have lcicated the

distance to the horizon Within a -mile; this is probably accurate enough foT

mast pUrposes. HoWeVer, as we shall see, -.it is possible to find as accurate

values for Square roots as We .Fortunately.;this9 can be done very. simply

-without resorting to trial- and error methods . We shell soon see how to do

this.

1+000 . is equal. to? *.

Exercises 21-1'

1. TO- find the Value of ,40012 ".40012 .24-0002 we could write

4001 = 40oo'+ 1-- and square this stun. Carry out the arithmetic and

check with -the Value- found'jr-i-the text: Is,'it necesSary to knew what

2.

-

:
the problem discussed in:this section use 3959 miles instead

of ,14000 miles for the earth!s
,

radius. What square root needs to

be found in this case? Estimate its` value.

(In the following exercises use 4000 .miles for the earthis radius.)

4. If the mountain in the problem were
1 of a, mile high, about how far
5

-would it be to the horizon?"
1

eplace 8000 by 8000.)

4. How far could you see from a height of 250 feet? (Call this

of a mile.)

20

t.
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5. How high above the octan would

you have to be to see 10 miles

to the horizon?

10

4000
Hint: Use the figure. In

Squaring (Ioop + h) neglect
* 000

h2._ Give the answer in

miles and feet. y t.

Suppose that. your eyes are 5 lee-% above the .ground. How far can you

see ?.
1

(Assume that 5 feet, = mile.).
p

. How far can you see from-a mountain 2 .miles high?

21 -2. Computation of Square Roots,

It is useful to,be able to compute

of doing so will be:explained in

connection with This number

occurs naturally as.the 'hypotenuse

of an isosceles right triangle with

1:egs.equarto By the Pythagorean

property;

and hence*

'x = Z.

4quare*oots Tilp_method

Even if WehAd neVer'heard of the .Pythagorean

easily see that:inthe

Conskler a square with side two units.

We 'can draw four unit squaret as

hown so that the total_area is

'qertaitly !l.

property
, .

We could



0

Now if we draw diagonals of the

unit squares, we ob,tain the.shadea

square region". S. 'Since'eaChUnit

square hAs been cut in half, the.

area of S is 2. But the area

of -S must be x if x i the

lenech of.One of its s 'es. ,Hen

x .=.21 and ic.=

IfoVshall we compute.

since 1
2
<.2 and 2 < 22

? I-is surely

If we try various

true that 1 < < 2

rational *umbers between

'1 and 2 , it will.soon be discovered that is a:fair approximation
.

5
.4 2 .f.,

(-I-) ='=. and 2 Z-
5 25 .25to 'Iff , since

small.

We see
7

that 'Is too
5-

It, would be useful to.bracket between two rationq.1 numbers, one.

7
of which (like 5 ) is too.small and the other.of w4d4h.'is too Zarge'. It

would, of course, be still nicer if

4.cE131d find a rational number which.,

is exactly equal to You reMember

perhaps thattherejs..rqiuCh rational-

'number, so. that we must 11,7e

with approximatibils.
However, if you'have

we shail.soon prove

Now there is

W.e simly divide 2

that this is true.

an-easy way te.hracket

by , obtaining

You shoUld verify that

that. .

10

7.

5

= 2 X
7.

0

forgotten that is irrational,,

If between .
5

and a number

is,..in:fadt, greater than by shoWing



.11 R s,-

Wey an see-without squaring
2

For we choSe a =

Then

/

7

hat it Must be gl.eaterthan

1 X a.= 2.
5 4

X = .

i 1T§) a must be >,-/2.,

The.). interval from 1 to -12 ha, a length of.''11,-_- since
5 7

.50 7 49
. We ha9t'therepre not locate -1/2 on thejnimber lir

7 _ 5 ,:,.:. 35 ':t°

very precisely.
Ai

There is a sitple,TilethSd ol- li,categ: -,/ :withih a shorter interval.:
.

.
''..

.f,We average the two coordiziat'*and obtain; 4r,
qr;

0 JV

#
5/40' = l fl10 . cr .

5 . 7 -22.

t-

r 12% *--.. '
) 44,,,,, 9801

. This is closer to 1/2; than either'
7

,- -
.4,..±6,:faCt,

70..15. 4900
-- . '-'' . . 4 0.: - 4°

-t,

9800 -' a, 'O. 4,

iS:verY close to since 2 Neveit.thelessit iS a little too big.
-

2
-.. 4900

.

If we divide k by ig- we obtain ile4/ which is sligiAly tooe-Aimail..t .

111 CY .]: 1 !1

The length of the inter I is only 99
.

.

3/4 7.70,-).< 99 Vo, i
By averaging ,again #,nd aividing)4. we could narrow 'the intervai;still furlper..

!ef

tut ye shall stop at this point :and -4pply- th&.process t,t4some other exa les.

4'

Exercises 21-2
"--"!-- Av.,. -,

1*.011 ''
-4. -7s'i'

Show that
146

<:,/,...

#.
v-e.

99
q

-... ::- ", i i.
7 ,F,it.4

. -

Show that -1-3 <' 1, '' . Divide 3 by .end. show that fie 1-es.lii1A,-,4.,.
is top small. Mark on-. the number line an interval within .yhich i1S-W

1:::.

f.

. q . .. 11

Average .the numbers fount - in Exercise 2 and show that this average' .

,'
....'.

is slightly too large. Find' - 3 divided by and show that this '-17
.,...16 5 A

.

result is too small'. How long is the interval 'within which you have

CI.

must lie;, How 1on is this` interval?
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.7.Y.

4. showthat)'45)<2 = 2 Divide 5 by S. and show that the result

is too smal). Mark on the numter%Nne an interval within which -15'

.c.- .

, must lie. How long is this intervai:?'N.

5. Average the numbers found in Exercise 4 and show. that this average
Q; 161

is slightlyop large. Find divided by and show thalk this
72

result is too small. How long. is the interval within i%icl},you have
,..

located 15.

4,

6: In estimating the square root of' 8001 in the first-section, we found
.

ar.

that a 7 90- is too big. Us8 the e-cliyide aiid:ael'age method to'obtpin

a titter estimate.

Start,w141 instead of 2 as e first estimate for

average and. divide to bracket. -I§ in an interval of length `201

A 21-1' Irrational Square" Roots

WeOliEVe been c4culating_such-04pare roots as
1

Starting with a rational number we have Tound in each case

obtain excellent approxikations, but in no 'case were we able to obtain a

ITJ i5..
that we could

rational.numbei,which is anexact'answer.. Is this because we did not divide
.

and average enough times? 'Or is it perhaps becAuse we did not start with a.
, .

good en gh first' approximation? The answer to both questions_ is No. ''There

are
r--'

no ra °nal T1/2mbers equal to.,, /5, or -,/...:

LA us see row we an showithiSr. S'uPpose, for example, that there

n ,

is a- rational number =014 4'41f we divide 2 by k the result
. q q .)

(p) qmust to ,equal to r That -tz,is
kt,-..

,
:

i ,`'.
e ::,

, t..

We can surely assume thfiet 2 is written in lowest terms," be6ause if p 0and

-0 9. \

.q.ha&a common factor we could repace th"47raction by an equal fracti,on

1-

q

with a' Smaller'nttherator and .a. Smaller denominator. For example, if (1)with
2 14

were, true :with we ,could replays .it by
7 1.

,which has "the same
qt- 10

_value.'

74.-t. .... ., . .,,
-.. .

Now* If is in lowest;4brms, any fraction which ia equal to 2 must

q
"-. q

i.

w
" .

16e obSined by multi in ,pi:and' q by the same integer, say k. Fel-
.
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0

example,. the, only positive fractions, equal to
7
5

are

7 x 2 14 7 x 3 21 7 x.1.1. 28
5 x 2 10 5 ,x 3 1.5 ' 5 x 20.'

Or generally

Consequently, if

the denominator of

That is,

2 = 1
q

=

q
L

7 x k
X k

Or

must be some integer times the denominator of; 2

L (1._X'q) or (2 X q) or (3 X q) . which means that

or 3 or ... So, if , is a rational number for which

must be an integer. But v is not an integer! In (act,

1 < <2.
We have. proved that v is an irrational numbG since it is not a rational

numb

1.

Exercises 21-3

Prove similarly that is irrational. .

Prove that and Ig are irrational.,.

3. Why doesntt this method of proof show that J is irrational?

4. Show that VT is irrational for any positive integer n .which

not a perfect square.

Is it possible for

Hint: Assume that
1 1'

s

to be rational?

What does this say about 14?

Show that 2 v is irrational for all positive integers p and q.
q

. Is it possible for I, 2 1/5-Or 2 16 to be rational where
q q q

p, andiq are positive integers?



21-4. Decimals and Real Numbers

We have written-our rational numbers as fractions, However there'

. are advantages in using a decimal representation paricuaTly when we wish

to find which of two rational-numbers is the larger. For example, it
1.40

difficult to decide by inspection wtiether. or ---
99

is the larger.
70

But if we write the corresponding decimals

2702 142857 ...

140
1.411:141

99

is

1

we immediately see that the first number is larger than the second. To

decide, it is sufficient to 'compare the first digits where the two decimals

disagree (in the example, .2 and ,1 in the rburth decimal place),

N.-

.
Each of these i!:;an example anon- terminating decimal. Bu.6

rational 'numbers maOiave. terminating decimals.. For example,

.125

.

The non-terminating decimals which represent rational numbers repeat,

.either from the beginning or aCter.a certain number D: digits. Thus

.3332 ...

.111111 .

We Usually -ave space /by -wr,itinc

--

11

6
-

11
- .61818 ...

16666. %.

e,

with a bar over=bhe digit or succession'OL digits that repeats..-
a.



For a given repeating decimal it is easy to write the corresponding

fraction. First we observe that

9

1

99

1

= .1111 ...

= .0101 .-..

= .001001 ...

= .17

.01

= .001.
999

Now suppose that'the gi n decimal repeats from the beginning. We;prdceed

as in the following e mple.

or more briefly

.171717 = 17(.010101'...)

1 17
= 17 X 79- =79-

,17= 11(.01) = 17 x

given decimal repeats only after a "bad start"

met od shown in this example.
,

.12333... = .123 .12 + .00333 . = .12 +

Since
12

100
and.1

4

then

.123 =

1 7 1 1
100 J 100 9 300 '

12 1

100
+ _

300 300.*

Does the decimal representation bf :,v ultithately repeat? The

answer is No. If it did epeait'.WOUld'

we know .that i,s not a.rationaUnamber.

We can-summarize thelfacts.about decimals foilow's

represent a ."rational number',a0.

Rational Numbers



What does it mean' to say, that a -number is represented by, a

terminating decimal? For example; what does it mean to write

1
= 333

3

where the digits 3 go on forever?

In the first place it*.
means -t,ha 3,s between

anti that! is; ::.

.. ,

, 1 ',.. ; s.. : ,.; .- ...

...i.t44*.now.:::#13..gitle that tile ,I:ntei-*0.7'. [ .,3',.- i .)1 ,..,ks.'subdivided into 10, parts,
. .

each of -length . 031. -..' :IThe.,.decilits4 telfs us. 'phaA -
.. /

1
. . '

r41.3
-33, <'..< --''34" .

..1

.v ...... 3 .;...3 32 . 33 ....34 35
...e.. . .

,
If the..146te-rVal:- '[-.-.63... 4'1' is. divided virto..4,0 parts, each, of length

.001;,...,'OU±'!iinending. decimal tells us tfi4-y..... .. t::::.-
-,.....

:33, 3 331+.
,,,

.

.\ :., .: , : , - ., t ..

91,..4.nuink: in his'..i-taY..we:haNe the succ sith- ollt 'titete s.,......, . . ,,... ..

....7.333`.'177. <-..333... 3: .

.....Ji:
.,

. .

4" \
s

'N

uneria-in loffaes 1.1.ccesive1y on inteyals

-.each of which' lie Within inteeva../ andisr as 1 . We

.tig_i3k of . ,lOdatifig, the 4n.gle: point': of 17-itersed;ffion of all of these
Y

.

intervals; -. Thus eve*. decrimai'loca.es;iexs.- ?One point, orVAhe numbed
. - , ,

'"

On the ether hands. we; as6pme hEt

has-.exactly one coordinate ,644.:see

of ti-le points.Marke4 0,..
interval Whose endpoints.-
are marked by two suCcessive:

egers-; 'for example-3.

the iitexval 2.; 31.

nint P, e number 'line,
might be, one

within an e

.;4.



.Divide 3) into the intervals.:[2, 2.1], [2.1, 2.2], [2.2, 2.3], ....

to [2.9, 31:7 P might be one of the points of division (like. 2.3 ). If

not, it lies inside, one-of the intervals. Continuing the Subdivision we

see that either one of .two things must happen:

(1) P lies at a.point of subdivision;

(2) P lies at no point of subdivision.

In the :first case, P. has a coordinate which is a terminating deciMal; in

the second, its coordinate is a non-terminating.decimal. NumbeA represented

by decimals, whether terminating or non-terminating, are called real 'numbers.

To summarize, every point on the number line has a real number coordi-

nate; and eVerkteal number is the coordinate of a point on the number line.

Exercises 21-4

1. :Change the following fractions .to decimals.

1 1

20 ' 30

2. Write the following deciMals as fractionsi lowest terms:

-'""). '
.2, ..") .L2, .12, .32]W, 321.

3.

: .

How can you tell withoUt dividing whether a faction 2 is
q

represented by a terminating or.a non-terminating decimal?

1i. What is the value of ..,;:9 = .9999 ... ?

5. Consider. .1010010001 where.each time one more 0 is inserted

between consecutive this represent a rational or an

irrational number? Answertbeame questioh for

.1_235678910111213

21-5. The Accuracy of the Divide and Average Method

In Chapter 20 we foUnd that if .a.:.and b are any.two positive

numbers., the square of their average is greater than-their produCt: That

is

(1)
ali-b 2
(---) > ab.

2



We learned in fact that

(2)
)2

ab + (a b)2
2 ' 2 I 7

This ectlation tells us by how much the square of the average exceeds the

product ab..

Let us apply these results to the prob1e41 of approximating teat

we considered in Section 21-2. There we found two numbers a =
10

and

1./ -lies. The product of a and b 2. Their
5 a+b

average, , is
b = 1 'between which

From (1)

and therefore-

70

12212

'70'

Asquare 70 on a side

largex than .a sqtiare 12 on a

side. If we knew the differ'ence,

-22 between the lengths of
70

99

a b 99-
2 7 70

the sides of these two squares,. we Could find If. We can think of this.

diffekrence as the error e committed in using as an approxims.tion- to

. We write therefore

2-2 12-
, 70

70

Although we cannot immediately 4.'ind this difference (e) between the sides

of the squares., we do know exa.ctivthat the difference in their areas (area

of larger square area of smallersquare) is

2212L L
704,

This is the area of the shaded region in the Cigure. In fact,

(ab)2(2) F ab +

,a+b
we have, replacing -.TT by

70

(aiLy2.

and ab by -2,

from

.170]22\2 (ab)2
%

714



and so

Since a

70i,

= and b = 710

5

2: =
0.;-b)2,

1

.

1

(a- 1

f.` 2

b

'70' 4900

and

So 'the- aeaof the shaded region I,and exactly
1

r

99.

70

If we move the region T to II so that it is in lineIaith:region II,

we have A rectangle with the.'sameares. As the shaded region and the dimensions.

and (70

and so

(3)

Therefore

=
1 '.

70 4900

e 22 X 4900
-

70

Of. course-his answer fOr e contains the unknown Z.n

rePlace 1 by'the larger num
'

the denominator.
.70

larger and so be#es.-smaller. Therefore
-227o .

-Since
70

e >
4900

70 70

If iri:(3),

70
+ :becomes

is close to the eXpression on the right should be A rather

good approximation to the actual:error e.



Then.

and

e 1 X
99 140

Let. us find the right side, in decimal form.

Since
1

= '.14285714285714

1 1 1

7 117
07142857114.2857 .

and
1__
10 . .140

.00714285714285/

To divide by .99 'we may, divide by 9 and then by 11, obtaining first

00 65079365079 . .

and then finally,

. 00007215007215007 ...

we subtract this 'approximation to e from

value for (slightly too large. Why?).

Now -9it = 1.4142657142857

Then .1.4142857114285711428

.00007215007215007

1.4142135614213561421 ...

Actually ,q ==.414213562373095414213562373095

7 0
we should get a very good

sect to 15 places, so that in fact our estimate gives correctly the

rst 8. decimal' places! It is possible ..show that our estimate has this

degree of accuracy..s.without knowing the value 'Of I.
SpecifiCally ",turns out that if E is the estimated value of the

error e ( ocxxwa 15 ) the difference (e - E) where

mo= 1.4142857.....,i This works out to be about 2 in the 9th decimal.
-4

place.



Exercises 21.-5

1.: You learned in Section 21 -2 (Exercises 2'end 3) that 1/ .is between

a.= ci and h= .

.12 What is the product of a and b? . What
.

is their.average m? Write X as a deCimal to 10 places. Show

that the error

e

1 1 1x 7
x

97 lo

Write the product :q these three fractions as a decimal (to 10

places). Hint:..-Start:with the decimal for
1

divide by 7 and

then by 97. Estimate by subtracting your estimate'for:e

from M. The correct value to 10 places is ,/.

How many of-these places'did you obtain correctly?

In Section. 21-2 (Exercises 4 and .5). you found that

ip .< 15. <

20 161
The .average of and 2

.9 4 72

Change this fraction to,a decimal (to .10. places

Show that the error

161 /- 1
e = x

72 "'

Change the product on the tight to'a.decimal ( 10. places) and

,

subtract. it. from the
161

kdecimal for 10 places):

2,2360680,

your-result with

which is:- correct to 7 places.

Compare
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21-6. The' Square Root Function

let us turn ribw to the properties
.-

the function

.

"17

of the square root functioh, that

f Wh'iCh takes a number into'its square.root: .
,"

f : x

What. is th.:;c1.6main of f? That is, for what yalukAi-X is

-',
a square root?-:' Do allqositive namberahaye..square'roots? Rows that we have

intr6duCed,iratiOnal numbers as well asrational numbc4o; wean answer:
'...

Yes.: Before this we could not sensibly taik,evenAboUt ,E.

Is 0. ., in the domain of/ f? Does /5' exist? Yes.: In fact

ITO since 0 = 0 X 0 = O.

..Do negtj.-ive numtiers have

'meaning:to the square root of

we know-About. For, let

.= a

square roots?

'Certainly

For exampley, can we give any

not; using the numbers that

where a is any real number, positive, negatiVe or

a
2

=

But'the:sqUare of any real number. is positive or. 0'. There is no point orr'.

.the number line whoSe coordinate can be squared to give any 'other,

negative, number.,

We can now say that the dothain of the square root function f is .the'

.

.met of all non;-negative real numbers : x-> (A.'

What is the range of f. ' That is, .what is the set of all podO f%

'?lumbers *which can be.A4Uare roots? Here we must;b6 careful. because eVW:SP.

pd'O.tive number has two square roots.___ For example, 4.. has the square root
,.,v,.... , .2 -' a

2 and alSOythe square root -2. In fact ,2 = 4: and k-2) .--7 1

..
Of these two Squareroots,'the positive one is the more important for

most. purposes The symbol 'V-- is used to name. this. one so that we Write.

:

but net = -2.. This is an 4reement About the.way to use the symbol

Ap4ou Eo-9F-in mathematicsfyou6will learn about a new kir of .number. For.'

- .

t1:101'new hind of 'number: it is possible to give a meaning to IT



It is a Matter: of convenience. Since we do snot wish to be d.1-1 any

.doubt 'about the meaning- of the symbols that we use, we agree'. that 1/14..;

1: for eXample, denotes a Particular Choice between the two possible square*.
roots (the Pon-negative one). With this .i.inderstandng; > .0. The

range of f x -4 1X7 earf. include no negative numbers: It doeg' include .0

o and all positive numbers' b, 'lecause to :ay that .1). ^ is the square root
2

of -a .number x, that is, that b = )1-E, is to say :that xo b
- .

4ank b, the x of whitch it is the square root, is .foundby .squaring

What dot the. graph of = )1-7

look like? We can:easily, locate- the
points (0, .(1; 1); (2,:y7); ,

IT), and (4., 2):-. Bp; drawing

''a smooth curve 'thrbugh these.pol:nta, .,.
we get a figUre 'Note' that
there are no pointP.to. the letIo
x 0 *and/one belOw the X-axis...
Why' not ?,

It looks as if the graph always rises we, go from left to right. .
Thirtieans that if we choose twor numbers 4 -and. ,

then

'(of course, we :must have a > 0.. WhY ? )

If

a b

this necessarily true? , The answer, is Yes. First %.70.' will prove:

/IT, then. <a: This result will be needed:
4",

'. IT' Irbff< 447,i , "
.

-then ; 110- J .< 78: IC 411. di .-iti rb:..i.: ire: ., iii-.t,-,(hluitiplicatio'n 'Froper-6r, .. - ;:-. ..of Order) ...
_

. ,

Herice7 . rb -11o.< ilk. fa-. (`Zransitive ProPe;ty Of 0/:der).

,, r- r- °or. . 4, k vb)
2 < ,/a)'-.. "" J -. .

!..
. ,:.

T_itk-efore : .-b < a . (- Definition '.',t .qua-,re root)

were. not less .than I.13, 1,-dlen . a< b., then' either'
. ,

.

=

or' , FD < .

.-,

In.the first case, we would 'conclude that a .-=1); in the ' second, case, that
. ,- . ,

b '<,' a
.

. c, Since lite were given;tpat a< b, boith Qf these...eCrnclusions are
false.. Therefore, the correct, conclusion is $, At a: < b i ra- < Irb

. .
, .

. , i ,; 4,-,
- 79,



We .can now say with assurapce that the function

f,: x.

is an increasing function.bver. ;

It also appears from our l'igure.-that,the graph becomes less.steeP
. .

as wa go from left to- right, Consider tHe,ieffect. of an increase of x by

1. -If ,x iriCreaseafrom 0. t9. 1,,. IF:'increases frOm 0 to 1. Now
.

if x increases from.. 1i,- -to 2, )/Tc. increases. from 1 to Z-,. that is
..

..

,,,.< '0'' 2 1' .441* ',.]RroM... x = 49. to x-= 50, IT increases .only

of

1,

In e ex

5 and
. .

steep as

'Ar

= .07. Let us'go out on our-graph; to larger values,

- /7.575ao? How much is

;.0 0,000? Thedil,r-ide and averlge,method will tell you

iset you 10.11 be asked to show that the answers are .e.pproximately

.0,005.. So we see that in,fact the graph becomes.less and less

x increases.

1. Estimate i137557

Exercites 21-6a

by the .dividd and average method, and verify that

- -1.17;7'5
'

2. Estimate 4,000,001 by.the divide add verage

:that

d.:Show that

V1,000,001 - 11,000,000 Z .0005.

a.

=
1,

r--
41.+1 + va 21a Use this result

0,

with a = 10,000 and a = 1,000,000." Cortare the result with

EXercise1 and Exe cise.2.

From the result of :Exercise 3, show that the increase (4-1

can be made' as smal as you pleaseby cho6sing a sufficiently large

value of a. For example, make - 1a less than
, .x,000,000

choosing a .large enough.

. ,
wat is the conrteetion between multiplying taking .the square

1400t? In particular; is it true. that ".

6-17.77.b".$

..tet us experiment.

=1T.' X 117? ,

80.



Exercise 21-6b

(Class'Disdussion)

Test -1.4iptruth. of ,re5t.= 47 for

= 1, b = 1

a 'b.= 1

a = 1, b =2.
a = b = 9

Our teglare 'fay° able, but of course, they. do not prove that the

'cement is true ak;
vr, .

the restriction of a and

non-negative values of a and b. Even with
4

to whole numbers the claim that

-t;:,.
= "/T. X .

. 4

is true inOludes an infinite number of,assertionst No finite set of examples.

could establish this claim., What we need is. a .gen9ral proof.
.

an idea of how .such a general proof could be given, consider

a more difficult special cas than we hgve had so far.";
7

Is VT-573= IT X 167?.. To answer this,, was could calculate

Vr, anal VT- -to several decimal Places to see%Thetherthe results

seem to.agree. This is not' a good idea. Why not ?"

In the first,p all

equal. We'Wduld not be Suietthat

e could show in ais.way is, that

and X,VTi re araxi

they are exactly equal. Zpre.im rtantly this Troof Would .give us no .clue

0.
Al

wor. ,

about hoW to. proceed in the general case: W cannot hope in this-ay to:

chbck our statement for all. a and

Let us fall back,on,the idea of a Square-root, that is, on,jahat we

4 .

.

mean by the square root of a number. To say thatOme'nUiider is Z77<7.

-4 to say' that the sqUare of this number is 2 X . 11,X,f then it Is true

that

.then it must be true that

( IT 'X 2

n:Itf "How" do we Square a, product? By Squaringeach..4adtor an multiplying.-
.

1.



So (iT X )2 = (/ )2 (
r)2.i,

But (T)2 = 2 and (J7)2 .,.- 3,

again using the idea of what a square root means. So our proof has a happy
', .

i

ending.

Now we cansgeneralize to any non-negative a and Is

,43-77Z-T = X /7? Yes, if and only if

(/ x /17-)2 = 'a x b.

But (VT X VT)2 /7)2 7)2 he.square of the product of a

two numbers is the product of their squares.

Now we are alMost dbne. and
(117-)2 from the very

meaning of squareroot. Hence

(IT x .A7-)2,"0 a x b

as required.

In the next tection_meehO21 find how very useful this' result is.

,i.

'''Exercises 217-6c

..; , .

l
% ..

...

1. Show that 1 = ,/7 .x VT patterning your argument n that giNen .

. ,

for
. .

= x

2. .

Show by examples that it is not always true that +

3. Show that = /T.+ /T- if '6 =. 0 or b j50. Now show that

iTT-17 -= + VT is true only if a= 0 oro. b = 0 (or both).

Hint: Square both Sides. N:Ite that

+ /7-)2 =a +2( x 777,).

Show by a counter-example thafit: is not alwayS true that

fr

Could it ever be true ?"

5. Is it true
\that,

for all potitive a, and b?

Test, the'Statement with p icUlar numbers:" Then construct 'a general

proofA'ollowfngthe exam of the one 'In the to t.



Simplifying Radicals

If we were :required to find thesquate roots of the integers. from.

to 160, we would 'notice that for the perfect .quates 1, 4 9, 16,

25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100, the square roots are integerS which can be

written at once. In other cases, we have the divide and .average method.

'Nice as this method is, it does take time; and it would -be. pleAant if there
.

were a quicker way. Actually, in many cases, we can use the. fact that gr

= /T1. x

to simplifysimplify the computation.

For examp1,2, we can write

117 = v77 = /T. .,.. 2 X IT.

TherefOre if we haVe altdady computed

= 1.732 ..,

we know at once that'

.. 2 X ( 1.73.2 . . . ) = 3.464 ..r

53 1/2 TTT = .1r27 X 12

5/27

)`=5(1;?114

mr: 7.070 .

(Actually /53 = 7.071

n 1

tit

thOse examples, it was possible' -1,Trite the number under the

radical sign (r) 7rre4.roduct of tv:o integers, one of which 15.7a perfect
O. Z.

sqUare.

4

Exercises: 21'.-(a.

How many integers. from .1 to 100 inclusiveare either perfect 4

squares or contain perfect squates as factors? List Itese integers'.,
,

omitting the 10 "perrvt s. viresgiveu in the text. Howmany square

roots remain t be -compu

2: Suppose that we h A a 11 t of the values of IT for all integers

n ftoM. 1 opdloo . How could we rind a list pr values i"or 177-1?
A ,



. . e. i . . .

The theorem )47713 = Iiii- X IT- can Se used in.other,Acases .to ,reduce

.
-.

.4

the amount of arithmetic. Since

if we already 'now IT and 17, we can-mltiply.thet to obtain a decimal

approximation to If you did Exercise 1 corKectly, you found that in

the list of values of )7 for n = 1, 2, ... 10d rthve retain '6Q-

-square roots tb be calculated'. Actually we need ;n14' the square roots of ;

the prime numbeiAs. All other square roots can be foUnd,from this list ''by

.

'multiplying. For example; .

1471:71-1q*X.17,7

ITO = IT-X

There are 24 prtmes less than 100 whose square roots need to be computed..

The following table includes the square roots, to 3 decimal

of the integers from 1 to 100., Hereaft4r you may refer to this td

for square roots that are needed.



SQUARE ROOTS.,OF :INTECERS FROM

V
r.

7

DIECTMAL PLACES

Number
!t.

Square
Root .

.

.

Number

. .
Square
; Root' : Number

. .
.Square

,'<POot .' Number
SqUare
Roo'

,

'

1 .

-:

3

14

:5

.6

7 °

8
_

9

10

11 :

12. '

13

15

16

17

.18!

19'4'
o -

0

2i

22'
023 '

24.

25

1.000
1. ka.14:

.., 1'.732:

2 000
...2,236

,' 2:449fr.

..2.6%1 : -,

.2.828::
.. ...

' 3.'000-.
.. 3..1 ..0

,. 3:3177

3.464;
3:606,
3%742 :,

3.873( :

,
4.000
14..123

4.243

4.359
4.472

i?

,4.583
4.690

-.4.79n
4.899
5.0oo

.

26,,
A47

2.8' ',

.29
30 . ;..

. 33;; .,

'432- ',-,

'2! ,,33 ., s'

34" .'

435 3

!-- 36
:437 .J4

1', '38 .1';'-

-39 i

4Q

41 ,
;-,

.:=,:

..,;,. )43 :

'12iVli,14,',..Y
lf,.,
.vi:1-."; ,,

.- *

;',

..

r
wt49 '

.5,099 !
5.-196 ;

'5,292
, 5;3'85 ...

!?.. 5. liri

5.,-,,e8 ,

.', 5.057.
;°54.17.5--:

.

4 :54:8

r;:,'.9.1.6:.

. ,,-`1_000 i

6 . o8:3

t:6.16:,

..6. 24

6.325

6.4Q3
.

i46.4,8 ).

6.557 ..:.

.6 633
,.6' ,,,,,
0.7 up.

6.78.2

t6,1356

6 . 928

7.000

- '7.071 ,,

51

52

,53

'54

55.'

56 ,

57s,

.. 58::::
.

pl r-

.60'

i 61

1 . ,
; .:-. 43, ,

'. - 6.4

i. ,---"65

-.;66 .....-
.67. :

68

69

, 70 .

71

72

73

74

75

,.

:'

7.141

7.211,.
7.280
7:.348

:7.416

7.483
, 7.55o

7.616.
.

..7:.-48i:

, 7 .746

,7.:816..,

;7- '.' '1.E

:7?.9:37. ,

S.00O ,'

. '.

..14
-

? .3:85'. .
, .

'8..246. ,

81467 .

.. 6.367:

.'$.426:

. . 8.48,5'

, 8.564-

8.,692.

8.66o

77

78-
79

80

aI
.82

83 ,
. ,

:84,

-:,85:

86

- .87

88 .

,..
-- 90

92.

93

; 94
95

96

97/
98

99

100

0

8.718:

8.775
8.832
8.888
8.944

'9. 000

9. o55 :

9.11o'
2.165
9.220

9.274
9..327

-.9:.381

"9-.434

:9.487

, irgt39

9.592 -'

9644:-.

9.195.
9,..7,7

. .

9.798

9.849
9.899
9.950

10. 000

. 88
.4?



"e e 1 b

,,,`b ir

In each of the':.ftA1,16wi.:rig'.'e res the tuber undertheradical sign

as the product 'of as integer let-irae.rzi A '100 and a peiiieCt square;

Therr calculate the sifuait xoot n .t in the textt.lake)r example;

-br9 17,:= 9 ..?"R3i 3.+/ "4, 32

to calculate
b

114555.

49 7 7
x 7 845.

.001

Suppose that we wish' to find /77 . We may use our divide and

average "method. Beginning with 6 as a first approximation (too large),

, 7 '

T we compute.
34 2

6 7 and average to obtain 5.85: We could, of course,

470 'repeat this process' to get greater accuracy. However, there is. an alternative

. 89u



method. We know fi-om,thetable that

3 = 5.81

The increase of from 34 :to 35 is 1. The corresponding increase
.

in 1/7 is

5.916 5.831. = .085., 54.0
1342 is. .2 or -
5

of the-way from .34 to_ 35. Let 'us asame.that the 1111e

'
required result for IT is about

a
of the-way.from- 5.831 to 5:916,

5
This gives

1
5.831 + 3 (.o85)= 5.831 + 017 = 5.848.

(The correct value of )74-7 =-5.848077... so actually we are fairly

close;'.) This method, called. interpolation, is based on the idea that ove
)

a short' x-interval the graph of y = Vx. is nearly straight.

lb, Exectses 21-7c

1.Compute IrEq77 bY two methods; divide and average (once) starting

with -9 as the first estimate, and interpolation. Compare the two-
-.

results.

2. If you use the divide apd average4 method is the result too large or

.

too small?

-r Can you show that the inierpOlation method givps a result which is

always too small?
-

Hint: Is the.graph\of:y IT above or below a line Segmerit'(chora).
o

joining two #1-itP points.?
,

21 -8. Some Problems
0

j

, We'Started this 1-laptex. by asking hbw far ie,is to. the. hotizonAbm

.a. point. on .top of a'mountain. We answered this question by finding one side
9 J , '#
of a right'triangle,whope other, tw,oLsides are known.. We 4ed:the Pythagore

,

.,.
61.,...

propertygyf.right,trianglesj and yere'le -'c) cPriziderkww, to firid'square.robts'.
, a

., 0, )
..,

,NovthatAff.kavjiowoto do this; we, are prepared, to solve many other problems
4

,:whd)ch qeact'to''square roots: MoSt of thes-b protlems arse from the reed to
,.i c. . . . , ,.. -

. ,

s-

87
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find the hypotenuse or one leg of EOright tri

We giVe some examples:

Example 1

. On a street 25 feet wide,

a window.on.one side of the street

) is 40 fek*xi've a window across
, .

the street: case of fire, how

long a ladder would. it take to

reach fi-nri window to. the other?

,

It is clear frOm the figure that we must finethe value of

2 = 252 + 402 2225.

x = 5 16§.

Using the table we find that

Example 2

x 7. 5 x 9.43'= 47:15.

A circular cylinder is to

be fitted tightly into ahOle

which is bounded by an equilateral

triangle with sides 2 inches,

long. What must its radius be?

x where

'Solution: The figure shows a cross-s. 'on of the hole and'.the cylinder.

A perpendicular,from E, the center ai7'the circle, bisects the base AB.

The triangle ADE is'a right triang which 'is half of another equilateral
.

.

:Ht4angle EF..

88



Hedge AE 2DE =2x..

Then applying the P5ithag9.rean

;property to triangle ADE

(2302
-3c2 12

4x2 x
2

+'1

3x.
2

= 1

2
x

3

z 1.73
.3 10

or, more accurately

Exercises 21-8

1. The. students attending Lincoln Hies School have a habit of cutting .

.

across a vacant lot near the schaol instead of following the sidewalk

around the corner. The lot is a rectangular lot 200 feet by 300'

feet,'and,the short-cut follows a straight line from-one corner o

the lot to the opposite corner. HoW long; to the nearest foo

the short-ell-0 How much walking do theysave by taking the shortcut?"

If the ground is so rough that it takes 25 0/0 Flonger to walk

100 feet 'of Path than 100,' feet of sidewalk,47 theY'save an'y

time? If so, how much?

2. A fourteen foot ladder rests against a vertical wallrthe foot of the,.

ladder being seven feet from the base of the wall: Determine the

height:at which the ladder touches the wall. HoW'close an approxima-

tion would be reasonable to expect in this case?

Twe roads cross each other at right angles. Two cars are at,,the:

cross-roads at noon. One is going at 50 miles per hour, :the other

at 65 miles per hour. If each -car maintains its speeA,-how far

are they apart,(Air,libe) A,)2

In the previous problem assiame":Ehat the-first car is at the crovss-

.roads'at noon and the other car reaches the cross-roads at 1 p.m.

Ho'1.7 far apart are the cars at 2 P.m.,7



,
.

5: A baseball diamond is a square 90 feet on a Side::::' the'pitofierls

mound isabout .60 feet from ho plate on the line joininglaome-

'plate and second base. .

(a) .How far.is'it from home plate to .second base?

(b), How far is.it from the pitcherg.: mound tofir -base?.

(e)..-If the pitcher' has a choice whether t9:1.;throw-to first, second

or third; which tese should he,Choose?

6. :Findthe altitude of an isoaceles triangle with base 12 feet and

equalsides of length 17 feet.

7.. A regular hexagon.-(6 sides) is inscribed in a circle:of radius 5

feet. What is the perpendicular distance from the.bente* r to any

side?

.. 8. A regular hexagon is circumscribed abOuta circle of radio's 5 feet.'

Wha-Lis, the perimeter of the hexagon:?

9 A certain pyramid. has 4 faces, each of whi"ehiS
t
eqUilateral

.

triangle of side 2. inches.

Find the altitude of the

pyramid.

Hint: In the figure, what

kind ofa triangle is AEF?'

What 'is AE?

F-

e5.ball is drOpped.from a height of 95 feet. How
. .

to hit the ground if the distante x feet; fallen

is giVen by = 16t2 ?'-

long does it.take

in t seconds,

21 -9. Summary_

It is proved that the square root of a positive integer n cannot

he a rational number Uhless n is a perfect square. We can however use a

rational number a to approximate ',1172- and then bracket ,/172- -between

a and b =
a

A better estimate is obtained by`averaging a 'and" b.

,44o.



+ b
This average, in =

a
is always too large unless a = b which is possible

only if n is a perfect square. A

By using m as a new estimate and dividing by bracket

VT between m and m
. Averaging again and continuing the process we can..:

n

approximate IT to any desired accuracy.

Instead of repeating the'divide and.. average process,,Awe can 'usethe

estimate
1

(
a - b

)
2

fOr the error made, in replacing VT by the average2m :2
m df a and b. If -we subtract this estimate, from m 'we obtain a!very

4accurate estimate for 7 when a

2

b
C2is small (say . or less).

The domain of the function

: x->ix
.

isthe set Of nonrnegative real numbers. .The. range is the same:set....

incveases'for all x in the domain but therate of increase becomes

. less as x is increased. Calculation of'sqUare roots is. greatly` simplified

by using the fact that'for all positive numbers a 'and b,
3.

and

VT7--t7 = x VT

,

vr;:
b

We-review briefly the meaning of

..the ;decimal representations of

non - ending decimals and recall that

.0:

(:1) rational numbers either te zanaie. or repeat,

(2). irrational numbe'rs 4either termin'ate nor repeat.

0_The set of'real -numbers include.; the set.of' rational numIbers

..Of'irrational numbers.

a

and the set


